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UPDATES 
The following includes a sample of the updates emailed to all Key Stakeholders during the Class EA 
process. For attachments related to public meetings refer to Appendix A2 Public Consultation. 
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Cc:
jhyland, wstrick, mpyjor, degan, garmour, Laura Stephenson, 

Deanna Cheriton

Hello Jeff Bateman

Please be advised that the City of Toronto (the City), with assistance by the Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority (TRCA) are initiating an Environmental Assessment  (EA) to facilitate the creation 
of a trail within the East Don Corridor.  The proposed trail will provide a key connection along the East  
Don Corridor, between the north end of Charles Sauriol Conservation Area, the Gatineau Trail and the 
Lower Don Trail system within the City of Toronto . 

The City and TRCA understand that the location of the proposed trail system has the potential to impact  
Metrolinx operations if proper consideration is not given to your organization’s input and requirements . 

We consider Metrolinx a key stakeholder in the East Don Trail EA process , and would like to initiate 
discussions with your organization . As a key stakeholder for the East Don Trail EA, TRCA and the City of 
Toronto would like to schedule a meeting with a representative from Metrolinx in order to provide a brief  
introduction to the EA process being undertaken, and to initiate technical discussions .  The TRCA will be 
contacting you in the upcoming weeks to confirm your availability and schedule a meeting .

Attached please find a short Project Brief and the Notice of Commencement and Public Event flyer for  
your review.

We look forward to working with you on this project .

If you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

East Don Trail EA_NOC_Metrolinx.pdfEast Don Trail EA_NOC_Metrolinx.pdf East Don Trail Project Brief.pdfEast Don Trail Project Brief.pdf East Don Trail EA Notice Flyer.pdfEast Don Trail EA Notice Flyer.pdf

Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager I
Project Management Office
Restoration Services
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
5 Shoreham Drive
Downsview, Ontario
M3N 1S4

Tel: (416) 661-6600 Ext. 5755
Fax: (416) 667-6277
E-mail: vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca

www.trca.on.ca

"LEADERS IN ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND HABITAT RESTORATION"

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT WHEN DECIDING TO PRINT THIS MESSAGE*



January 30, 2013 

Jeff Bateman 
Senior Planning Officer – Go Planning 
Metrolinx 
Suite 600 
20 Bay St 
Toronto, ONM5J 2W3 

BY EMAIL: jeff.bateman@gotransit.com 

SUBJECT: East Don Trail Project - Environmental Assessment 

Dear Mr. Bateman 

Please be advised that the City of Toronto (the City), Transportation Services and Parks, Forestry, and Recreation 
departments with assistance by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) are initiating an 
Environmental Assessment (EA) to facilitate the creation of a trail within the East Don Corridor.  The proposed trail 
will provide a key connection along the East Don Valley, between the north end of Charles Sauriol Conservation 
Area, the Gatineau Trail and the Lower Don Trail system within the City of Toronto. The East Don Trail EA will include 
a comprehensive planning and design process that will support and build on the feasibility study completed by R.V. 
Anderson Associates Limited for the City of Toronto in May, 2012.  

We understand that the location of the proposed trail system has the potential to impact the operations of Metrolinx if 
proper consideration is not given to your organization’s input and requirements. We understand that discussions were 
not undertaken with Metrolinx as part the feasibility study as Metrolinx was not an identified landowner within the 
study area at that time. We also understand that Metrolinx has since purchased a section of the Bala subdivision from 
Canadian National Railway Inc. (CN Rail), and as a landowner within the study area of the East Don Trail EA will be 
impacted by the planning and design process. We would like to inform Metrolinx, that discussions were undertaken 
with CN Rail during the feasibility study process, and that our project team would like to continue that discussion, as it 
pertains to the section of the study area noted above, with Metrolinx.  As part of this process we have also contacted 
CN Rail to inform them of the EA study.  

We consider Metrolinx a key stakeholder in the East Don Trail EA process, and would like to initiate discussions with 
your organization. As a key stakeholder for the East Don Trail EA, TRCA and the City of Toronto would like to 
schedule a meeting with a representative from Metrolinx in order to provide a brief introduction to the EA process 
being undertaken, and to provide an overview of discussions undertaken with CN Rail, and to commence technical 
discussions. TRCA will be contacting you to confirm your availability in the upcoming weeks. 

In addition, as part of the EA process a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) will be formed to provide technical input 
and insight at key stages of the EA, and ensure that the project is implemented in a technically sound manner.  As a 
key stakeholder for this project your participation as a member of the TAC for the East Don Trail EA is being 
requested.  

Enclosed, please find a short Project Brief and the Notice of Commencement and Public Event flyer for your review. 

We look forward to working with you on this project. 

Sincerely, 

Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager 
Toronto and Region Conservation 
p: (416) 661-6600 ext. 5755 
e: vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca 

mailto:jeff.bateman@gotransit.com
mailto:vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca
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Enclosure – East Don Trail Project Brief 
– East Don Trail EA Notice Flyer

cc: Daniel Egan, City of Toronto 
Garth Armour, City of Toronto 
Jennifer Hyland, City of Toronto 
Maogosha Pyjor, City of Toronto 
Wendy Strickland, City of Toronto 
Laura Stephenson, TRCA 
Deanna Cheriton, TRCA 
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EAST DON TRAIL BACKGROUND 

In 2012, City of Toronto Transportation Services 
prepared a multi-year Bikeway Trails 
Implementation Plan to identify specific links and 
installation priorities of the bikeway trail network. 
This Implementation Plan which recommended 
adding 77 kilometres (km) of new bikeway trails to 
the existing 286 km bikeway trails network was 
approved by City Council in June of 2012.  

One of the largest and most complex projects 
included in the Bikeway Trails Implementation Plan 
is the East Don Trail. This trail system is proposed 
within the East Don River Corridor from Lawrence 
Avenue East to the convergence of the West Don 
River at the intersection of Don Mills Road and the 
Don Valley Parkway. This trail would link the north 
end of Charles Sauriol Conservation Area, the 
Gatineau Trail and the Lower Don Trail systems.  
The intended purpose of this project is to create a 
key connection in the multi-use trail system, provide 
safe access to nature and recreational opportunities 
for the public, and to create a transportation corridor 
for cyclists.   

Transportation Services; Parks, Forestry and 
Recreation; and Toronto and Region Conservation 
(TRCA) have been working in partnership on the 
development of the East Don Trail for several years. 
In 2011, a 2 km section of the East Don Trail was 
constructed at the north end of Charles Sauriol 
Conservation Area, from Lawrence Avenue East to 
Wynford Heights Crescent.  

In May, 2012 with support from R.V. Anderson 
Associates Limited, City of Toronto and TRCA also 
completed a feasibility study which assessed 
potential trail alignment options, technical 
challenges, and a phased construction approach to 
facilitate completion of the remainder of the trail.  

The feasibility study concluded that a trail within the 
East Don Corridor was possible, while also 
accommodating the natural environment, public 
requirements, and approval requirements of the 
various agencies, levels of government, private 
owners and others having jurisdiction within the 
study area.  In order to determine the best trail 
route, further consultation, investigations and 
environmental studies were recommended. 

The next step in realizing the completion of the East 
Don Trail will be a comprehensive planning and 
design process facilitated through an Environmental 
Assessment (EA).  

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT STUDY AREA 

The boundaries of the regional study area are 
Lawrence Avenue to the north, O’Connor Drive to 
the south, Victoria Park Avenue to the east, and 
Don Mills and Laird Drive to the west.  The Regional 
Study Area contains multiple thruways: The Don 
Valley Parkway, Don Mills Road and Victoria Park 
Avenue running north/south; and Lawrence and 
Eglinton Avenues running east/west.  

The Environmental Assessment (EA) process will 
identify and evaluate a range of alternatives to 
determine a preferred main trail route and 
community access points. The evaluation process 
will consider technical feasibility, terrestrial and 
aquatic impacts, social impacts, constructability, 
costs, operation, and maintenance. Consultation 
and discussion with affected agencies and 
landowners will be a pivotal part of the process in 
determining a preferred trail route. 

Regional Study Area 

Charles Sauirol 

Conservation Area 
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Some of the issues and technical components to be 
considered include: 

Constructability and construction access 

Safety 

Cost 

Aesthetic value 

Access to future connecting link trails 

Protection of natural environment 

Emergency medical services (EMS) access 

Access to local storm sewers and outfalls 

Crossing of roads and railways 

Crossing or bypassing of privately owned 
lands 

River and utility crossings 

Existing or erosion prone river banks 

There have been few studies that have been 
completed within this stretch of the East Don River 
to identify the geomorphic processes that are 
occurring. Given the proximity of the proposed trail 
system to the river and the number of bridge 
crossings proposed, a preliminary fluvial 
geomorphic assessment will be undertaken to assist 
in identifying the risks associated with the trail 
design. In addition, a preliminary hydraulic study of 
the various bridges and rail crossings proposed 
throughout the area will be completed to assess 
feasibility of the proposed locations. Both of these 
studies will be completed as part of the EA process. 

The EA process for the East Don Trail will ensure 
that potential impacts on the environmentally 
sensitive East Don Valley Corridor, river crossings, 
flood and erosion risks, and property ownership are 
considered.   

PROJECT CONTACT 

Violetta Tkaczuk 
Project Manager 

Toronto and Region Conservation 
p: (416) 661-6600 ext. 5755 

e: vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca 

Project websites: 

http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/e
astdontrail/index.htm  

mailto:vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca


From: Violetta Tkaczuk
To: Tim.Dykas@enbridge.com
Subject: East Don Trail EA Update
Date: 09/11/2013 01:34 PM
Attachments: EDT_PIC2_Flyer_Final.pdf

Hello Tim Dykas

I am just writing to provide you with a brief update on the East Don Trail
Environmental Assessment (EA) in which we meet about earlier this year.

The East Don Trail EA is now in the final stages of Phase 2 of the Class EA, Schedule
C process, as such we are hosting a public meeting tomorrow (details below).  The
public meeting is to gain feedback from the public on two main components: the
Alternative Trail Alignments (different route options) and the evaluation of the
alignments. Following this we will be able to select our preferred trail route (based
on public feedback) and move to Phase 3 of the process, alternative design
concepts.

As a key stakeholder in the East Don Trail EA process, we would like to set up a
meeting in the upcoming weeks to present the draft preferred alignment and discuss
next steps.

I will be in touch following the public meeting to set up a suitable date and time.

If you are available please consider stopping by the public meeting tomorrow,
otherwise I look forward to meeting with you to discuss the draft preferred East Don
Trail route.

Public Meeting Details:
Meeting #2 out of 3
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2013
Location: The Estonian House (958 Broadview Av)
Time: 5:30 to 8:30pm

Thank you;

Violetta Tkaczuk| Project Manager I, Project Management Office |

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority | 5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview,
ON, M3N 1S4|

( 416.661.6600 ext 5755| ( 647-537-4158|6 416.667.6277
| * vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca |www.trca.on.ca

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT WHEN DECIDING TO PRINT THIS MESSAGE*

mailto:CN=Violetta Tkaczuk/O=TRCA
mailto:Tim.Dykas@enbridge.com



Get Updates by Email - 
Sign up at: 


toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
 
 


 


                                                   Notice of Public Event 
 


East Don Trail 


Notice of Public Event #2 


The City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation (TRCA) are hosting an event where the 
public can learn more about the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment (EA) study. Participants 
will be able to review summary materials and discuss the project with staff. An overview of the project 
will be presented at 6:30 p.m. and again at 7:30 p.m. 
 
Date:    Thursday, September 12, 2013  
Open House:   5:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. 
Presentations:  6:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 
Place:    The Estonian House, 958 Broadview Avenue  
    (South of O'Connor – Use south facing entrance) 


 
This venue is wheelchair accessible.   
Please contact to arrange for additional  
accommodations. 


 
Background 
The City of Toronto and TRCA are studying the 
creation of a multi-use trail system within the 
East Don valley lands. The proposed trail would 
provide a key connection in the multi-use trail 
network,  joining the existing East Don Trail (East 
of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor 
Trail (at approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the 
Don Trail System. 
 


The Process 
The Study is being carried out in accordance with 
the requirements of the Environmental 
Assessment Act and will provide opportunities for 
public input at key stages.   


 


We would like to hear from 
you 
This is the second of three public meetings for  
this study. The first meeting was held on  
February 13, 2013 to introduce the study and  
receive feedback on the project objectives.  
We are now asking for your feedback on: 


• Key issues and opportunities; and 
• Selection of the preferred trail route 


 
To ensure comments are incorporated into  
the planning and design of this project,  
please provide them by September 27, 2013. 
   


See Project Update on Reverse side ► 


www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 







East Don Trail Project Update – August 2013 


Rewind: Why a trail in the East Don Valley? 
Multi-use trails are actively enjoyed by a wide 
range of users and a desirable asset in any 
community. Trails increase access for people 
to discover natural, cultural and heritage places 
in the City. They also support the opportunity 
for physical activity through hiking, walking, 
running, rollerblading and cycling which is in 
tune with the City's public health objective to 
encourage physical activity to improve the 
health of Torontonians.  
 


Field Work 
Some people may have noticed evidence of 
field work currently taking place within the 
Study Area (i.e., orange paint markings on the 
ground and trees, and wooden and/or metal 
stakes in the ground). This work, which began 
in March 2013 and will continue until the fall of 
2014, consists of field surveys, monitoring, and 
a detailed assessment of the findings to assess 
impact of the proposed trail.  


Community Liaison Committee (CLC) 
Earlier this year, a CLC was formed to assist the TRCA and the City in obtaining additional public 
input on the planning and design process of this study. The primary objectives of the CLC include: 
 


• Identifying issues and offering potential advice or solutions to resolve any concerns 
• Assisting in community outreach to local residents, local groups and interested organizations 
• Acting as a voice of the community 


 


 
Since April, the CLC which represents various interests including cycling, walking, natural heritage, 
and local community, has met several times.  
 
In May, the CLC and project team visited a number of locations within the Study Area to get an on the 
ground understanding of the existing conditions and challenges that need to be considered when 
implementing a multi-use trail in the valley lands (photos of this visit are shown above). 
 
For more information about the CLC and the content of their meetings, visit the committee website at:  
www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/eastdontrailclc 
 
Contact 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Maogosha Pyjor 
Public Consultation Coordinator   
City of Toronto  
Metro Hall, 19th Floor 
55 John Street  
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 
Tel: 416-338-2850 
Fax: 416-392-2974 
TTY: 416-338-0889 
E-mail: eastdontrail@toronto.ca 
 
 


www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
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From: Violetta Tkaczuk
To: toni.paolasini@HydroOne.com
Cc: ierullo@HydroOne.com; Cyrus.Elmpak-Mackie@HydroOne.com; harout.manougian@hydroone.com
Subject: East Don Trail EA Update
Date: 04/24/2014 02:17 PM
Attachments: EDT_Phase2Update.pdf

Good Afternoon

I would like to take this opportunity to update you on the East Don Trail
Environmental Assessment (EA) project and invite you to our next public meeting. 

Update:
Following our last public meeting (September 12, 2013) on the Alternative Trail
Alignments, we received a number of comments and input from the public and our
key stakeholders.  As a result we added an additional step to this phase of the EA,
the development and evaluation of revised Alternative Trail Alignments.  The
evaluation of the revised Alignments has been presented to our Community Liaison
Committee and a Preferred Alignment has been selected. 

Our next steps are as follows:
· Complete field survey work, including: detailed tree inventory and detailed
topography
· Develop and evaluate Alternative Design Concepts, for the Preferred
Alternative
· Public meeting #3 to present Alternative Design Concepts and evaluation,
to be held on Tuesday, June 24, 2014

A short project update is attached below that outlines the project progress and
includes a map of the preferred Alternative Trail Alignment.

The alignment that travels through the Hydro Gatineau Corridor has not changed
since our last meeting.  We will be in touch with you to ensure you are included in
discussions concerning the precis location and design of the trail and the rail line
crossing. 

Public Meeting #3
This is the third and final public meeting for the East Don Trail EA to present Phase
3 of the EA process, Alternative Design Concepts and evaluation.  Additional details
as well as a formal notice to the public will be issued closer to the date.  
Date: Tuesday, June 24, 2014
Time: 5:30 to 8:30pm
Location: Victoria Park Hub, 1527 Victoria Park Av.

If you have any questions, comments or suggests please do not hesitate to contact
me,   Further information can be found on our webstie at: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Violetta Tkaczuk| Project Manager I, Project Management Office |

mailto:CN=Violetta Tkaczuk/O=TRCA
mailto:toni.paolasini@HydroOne.com
mailto:ierullo@HydroOne.com
mailto:Cyrus.Elmpak-Mackie@HydroOne.com
mailto:harout.manougian@hydroone.com
http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail



EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 2 
 
BACKGROUND 


 


The City of Toronto and TRCA are conducting a study examining the creation of a multi-use trail system 


within the East Don Corridor. The proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-use trail 


network, joining the existing East Don Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail 


(at approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Lower Don Trail System. The East Don Trail study is being 


carried out in accordance with the requirements of Schedule C Municipal Class Environmental 


Assessment (EA). 


 


PROGRESS TO DATE 


 


Project Phase 1 “Problem or Opportunity” and Phase 2 “Alternative Solutions” have been completed.  In 


Phase 1 the project objectives were defined and the need for the project (i.e. a multi-use trail) was 


identified through the Problem and Opportunity Statement. Phase 2 looked at different ways of 


addressing the identified Problem/Opportunity Statement through Alternative Trail Alignments (different 


trail route options).  A public meeting was held during each phase to provide an opportunity for the public 


to review materials and provide feedback.  The first public meeting held on February 13, 2013 was to 


introduce the study and receive feedback on the project objectives, while the second meeting held on 


September 12, 2013 focused on existing site conditions and the Alternative Trail Alignments. Based on 


public and stakeholder input, the Trail Alignments presented at public meeting #2 were revised.  Revised 


Alignments were evaluated and presented to the Community Liaison Committee, and a Preferred 


Alignment was selected.  All Alignments considered in Phase 2 and the Preferred Alignment are shown in 


Figure 1.  For further information on each public meeting please refer to the project website.   


 


NEXT STEPS 


As part of Phase 3 Alternative Design Concepts of the Preferred Alternative will be developed and 


evaluated, identifying net positive and negative effect.  The public, key stakeholders, and review 


agencies will be consulted prior to selecting a preferred design.  The public will have an opportunity to 


review and provide feedback on the Alternative Design Concepts at the third public meeting to be held on 


June 24, 2014, Victoria Park Hub, 1527 Victoria Park Avenue.   


 


For more information, please visit: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 


Or Contact: 


Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager, TRCA 
vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca 
 
 
Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto 
Tel: 416-338-2850, E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca 
 



http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

mailto:vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca





EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 2 
 
Figure 1. East Don Trail EA Phase 2 results: Alternative Trail Alignments considered and the Preferred 


Alignment selected 
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EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 2 
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network, joining the existing East Don Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail 

(at approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Lower Don Trail System. The East Don Trail study is being 

carried out in accordance with the requirements of Schedule C Municipal Class Environmental 

Assessment (EA). 

PROGRESS TO DATE 

Project Phase 1 “Problem or Opportunity” and Phase 2 “Alternative Solutions” have been completed.  In 

Phase 1 the project objectives were defined and the need for the project (i.e. a multi-use trail) was 

identified through the Problem and Opportunity Statement. Phase 2 looked at different ways of 

addressing the identified Problem/Opportunity Statement through Alternative Trail Alignments (different 

trail route options).  A public meeting was held during each phase to provide an opportunity for the public 

to review materials and provide feedback.  The first public meeting held on February 13, 2013 was to 

introduce the study and receive feedback on the project objectives, while the second meeting held on 

September 12, 2013 focused on existing site conditions and the Alternative Trail Alignments. Based on 

public and stakeholder input, the Trail Alignments presented at public meeting #2 were revised.  Revised 

Alignments were evaluated and presented to the Community Liaison Committee, and a Preferred 

Alignment was selected.  All Alignments considered in Phase 2 and the Preferred Alignment are shown in 

Figure 1.  For further information on each public meeting please refer to the project website.   

NEXT STEPS 

As part of Phase 3 Alternative Design Concepts of the Preferred Alternative will be developed and 

evaluated, identifying net positive and negative effect.  The public, key stakeholders, and review 

agencies will be consulted prior to selecting a preferred design.  The public will have an opportunity to 

review and provide feedback on the Alternative Design Concepts at the third public meeting to be held on 

June 24, 2014, Victoria Park Hub, 1527 Victoria Park Avenue.   

For more information, please visit: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

Or Contact: 

Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager, TRCA 
vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca 

Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto 
Tel: 416-338-2850, E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca 

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
mailto:vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca


EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 2 

Figure 1. East Don Trail EA Phase 2 results: Alternative Trail Alignments considered and the Preferred 

Alignment selected 



From: Violetta Tkaczuk
To: @flemingdonparkgolfclub.com; info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com
Subject: East Don Trail EA - 3rd Public Meeting
Date: 06/16/2014 09:40 AM
Attachments: EDT_PIC3_Notice_Flyer_FINAL.pdf

Good Morning

I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to the last of three public meetings
for the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment hosted by the City of Toronto and
TRCA on June 24. 

The first two meetings were held in 2013 to introduce the study, receive feedback
on the project objectives, discuss key issues and opportunities, and assist in the
selection of the preferred trail alignment.  At this final meeting the project team will
be presenting the preferred trail alignment and be seeking feedback on the
evaluation of the design concepts created for the preferred alignment.  A
presentation providing an overview of the design concepts will be held at 6:30 pm.

Details of the public meeting are as follows:
Date: Tuesday, June 24, 2014
Open House: 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Presentation: 6:30 p.m.
Place: The Victoria Park Hub, 1537 Victoria Park Avenue (North of Eglinton)

I have attached an event flyer with further details.

If you have any questions or concerns before than please do not hesitate to contact
me.

Thank you and I hope to see you on June 24th.

Violetta Tkaczuk| Project Manager I, Project Management Office |

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority | 5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview,
ON, M3N 1S4|

( 416.661.6600 ext 5755| ( 647-537-4158|6 416.667.6277
| * vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca |www.trca.on.ca

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING, STORING OR FORWARDING THIS MESSAGE*

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority Confidentiality Notice:
The information contained in this communication including any attachments may be confidential, is intended only for use of
the recipient(s) named above, and may be legally privileged. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,disclosure or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please resend this communication to the sender and delete it permanently
from your computer system.
Thank you."

mailto:CN=Violetta Tkaczuk/O=TRCA
mailto:info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com



                                                  Notice of Public Event 
 


East Don Trail 


Notice of Public Event #3 


The City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation (TRCA) are hosting the last of three public 
meetings for the East Don Trail Study. Join us for a public event to learn more, and provide your 
feedback on the design concepts for what the preferred trail alignment might look like. An overview of 
the design concepts will be presented at 6:30 p.m. 
 


Date:    Tuesday, June 24, 2014 
Open House:   5:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. 
Presentations:  6:30 p.m. 
Place:    The Victoria Park Hub, 1537 Victoria Park Avenue  
    (North of Eglinton) 


 
This venue is wheelchair accessible.   
Please contact to arrange for additional  
accommodations. 


 
Background 
The City of Toronto and TRCA are studying options for a 
multi-use trail system within the East Don Corridor. The 
proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-
use trail network, joining the existing East Don Trail (East 
of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail (at 
approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Don Trail System. 
 


The Process 
The East Don Trail study is being carried out in 
accordance with the requirements of a Schedule ‘C’ project 
under the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Act 
and provides opportunities for public input at key stages. 


 


We would like to hear from you 
The first two meetings were held in 2013 to: 
receive feedback on the project objectives, discuss the key issues and opportunities; and assist in the 
selection of the preferred trail alignment. We are now asking for you to be part of the conversation to 
select the best design concept for the preferred trail alignment.  
 
To ensure comments are incorporated into the planning and design of this project, please 
provide them by July 11, 2014. 







Project team on site for undertaking field work in 
2013 


 


Get Updates by 
Email - Sign up at: 


toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
 


 
 


East Don Trail Project Update – May 2014 


What we heard at the second public event… 


The project team met with members of the public in September of 2013 to discuss the proposed trail 
alignments for the study area.  From the feedback received by the project team, two general 
contributions were communicated:  


1. General agreement with the evaluation criteria and the evaluation of the proposed trail 
alignments presented. 


2. Although the majority of people who provided feedback felt there were no trail alignments 
missing, some people felt there was a need to look at additional trail alignments in Areas 1 and 
2 of the study area.  


 
To address these comments the project team developed additional trail alignments and evaluated 
them with the help of the Technical Advisory Committee, Community Liaison Committee, and key 
stakeholders. A preferred trail alignment was then chosen. 
 
Design concepts for the preferred trail alignment are now underway and will be presented at the next 
public event. 
To see the additional trail alignments visit: http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 


 


Field Work Update 


Fieldwork began in the study area in March of 2013. 
The project team was planning to have all work 
completed this spring, however with a long snowy 
winter survey crews had some difficulty getting out 
the site every day. Topography surveys and the tree 
inventory will be completed this spring, and 
geotechnical surveys this winter.  
 
If you are out in the study area and see orange paint 
markings on the ground and trees, and wooden 
and/or metal stakes in the ground, these are 
evidence of our team at work and will stay in place 
until the design work for the project has been 
completed. 
 


For more information, contact: 


Maogosha Pyjor 


Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto  
Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John Street  
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 
Tel: 416-338-2850 
Fax: 416-392-2974 
TTY: 416-338-0889 
E-mail: eastdontrail@toronto.ca 
 


www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail



http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
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Get Updates by 
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East Don Trail Project Update – May 2014 


What we heard at the second public event… 


The project team met with members of the public in September of 2013 to discuss the proposed trail 
alignments for the study area.  From the feedback received by the project team, two general 
contributions were communicated:  


1. General agreement with the evaluation criteria and the evaluation of the proposed trail 
alignments presented. 


2. Although the majority of people who provided feedback felt there were no trail alignments 
missing, some people felt there was a need to look at additional trail alignments in Areas 1 and 
2 of the study area.  


 
To address these comments the project team developed additional trail alignments and evaluated 
them with the help of the Technical Advisory Committee, Community Liaison Committee, and key 
stakeholders. A preferred trail alignment was then chosen. 
 
Design concepts for the preferred trail alignment are now underway and will be presented at the next 
public event. 
To see the additional trail alignments visit: http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 


 


Field Work Update 


Fieldwork began in the study area in March of 2013. 
The project team was planning to have all work 
completed this spring, however with a long snowy 
winter survey crews had some difficulty getting out 
the site every day. Topography surveys and the tree 
inventory will be completed this spring, and 
geotechnical surveys this winter.  
 
If you are out in the study area and see orange paint 
markings on the ground and trees, and wooden 
and/or metal stakes in the ground, these are 
evidence of our team at work and will stay in place 
until the design work for the project has been 
completed. 
 


For more information, contact: 


Maogosha Pyjor 


Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto  
Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John Street  
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 
Tel: 416-338-2850 
Fax: 416-392-2974 
TTY: 416-338-0889 
E-mail: eastdontrail@toronto.ca 
 


www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail



http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail





Notice of Public Event 

East Don Trail
Notice of Public Event #3

The City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation (TRCA) are hosting the last of three public 
meetings for the East Don Trail Study. Join us for a public event to learn more, and provide your 
feedback on the design concepts for what the preferred trail alignment might look like. An overview of 
the design concepts will be presented at 6:30 p.m. 

Date:  Tuesday, June 24, 2014 
Open House:   5:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. 
Presentations: 6:30 p.m. 
Place:  The Victoria Park Hub, 1537 Victoria Park Avenue 

(North of Eglinton) 

This venue is wheelchair accessible.   
Please contact to arrange for additional 
accommodations. 

Background 
The City of Toronto and TRCA are studying options for a 
multi-use trail system within the East Don Corridor. The 
proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-
use trail network, joining the existing East Don Trail (East 
of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail (at 
approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Don Trail System. 

The Process 
The East Don Trail study is being carried out in 
accordance with the requirements of a Schedule ‘C’ project 
under the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Act 
and provides opportunities for public input at key stages. 

We would like to hear from you 
The first two meetings were held in 2013 to: 
receive feedback on the project objectives, discuss the key issues and opportunities; and assist in the 
selection of the preferred trail alignment. We are now asking for you to be part of the conversation to 
select the best design concept for the preferred trail alignment.  

To ensure comments are incorporated into the planning and design of this project, please 
provide them by July 11, 2014. 



Project team on site for undertaking field work in 
2013 

Get Updates by 
Email - Sign up at: 

toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

East Don Trail Project Update – May 2014 

What we heard at the second public event… 

The project team met with members of the public in September of 2013 to discuss the proposed trail 
alignments for the study area.  From the feedback received by the project team, two general 
contributions were communicated:  

1. General agreement with the evaluation criteria and the evaluation of the proposed trail
alignments presented.

2. Although the majority of people who provided feedback felt there were no trail alignments
missing, some people felt there was a need to look at additional trail alignments in Areas 1 and
2 of the study area.

To address these comments the project team developed additional trail alignments and evaluated 
them with the help of the Technical Advisory Committee, Community Liaison Committee, and key 
stakeholders. A preferred trail alignment was then chosen. 

Design concepts for the preferred trail alignment are now underway and will be presented at the next 
public event. 
To see the additional trail alignments visit: http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

Field Work Update 

Fieldwork began in the study area in March of 2013. 
The project team was planning to have all work 
completed this spring, however with a long snowy 
winter survey crews had some difficulty getting out 
the site every day. Topography surveys and the tree 
inventory will be completed this spring, and 
geotechnical surveys this winter.  

If you are out in the study area and see orange paint 
markings on the ground and trees, and wooden 
and/or metal stakes in the ground, these are 
evidence of our team at work and will stay in place 
until the design work for the project has been 
completed. 

For more information, contact: 

Maogosha Pyjor 

Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto 
Metro Hall, 19th Floor, 55 John Street 
Toronto, ON M5V 3C6 
Tel: 416-338-2850 
Fax: 416-392-2974 
TTY: 416-338-0889 
E-mail: eastdontrail@toronto.ca 

www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail


From: Violetta Tkaczuk
To: Ian Taylor; Dennis Stolfi; Lisa Dumond; Jim Arnott
Subject: East Don Trail EA Update
Date: 09/02/2014 03:17 PM
Attachments: EDT_Phase3_Update.pdf

Good Afternoon

I would like to take this opportunity to update you on the East Don Trail Environmental

Assessment (EA) project.

Update:

Following our last public meeting (June 24, 2014) on the alternative design concepts the

preferred design concept has been selected based on the evaluation and input from the

public.  The preferred design concept will form the basic route for the detailed design;

however some portions still require comments and approvals from our Key Stakeholders. 

A short project update is attached below that outlines the project progress and includes a

map of the preferred design concept.  The route through the Hydro Gatineau Corridor in

which Enbridge owns an easement has not changed since we last meet. If you have any

concerns we have not yet discussed please let me know as soon as possible.  Specifically

if there is any reason you disagree with the placement of these design concepts.   

Next Steps

The project team is working on providing more details on the preferred design concept as

well as outlining the potential impacts and proposed mitigation measures.  Someone from

the project team will be in touch in the near future to book a meeting to discuss

specifications around detailed design and implementation.  

Again please let me know if there are any concerns with the proposed preferred design

concepts as they relate to your lands and infrastructure.  If you have any additional

questions, comments or suggestions please do not hesitate to contact me.

Violetta Tkaczuk| Project Manager I, Project Management Office |

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority | 5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview,
ON, M3N 1S4|

( 416.661.6600 ext 5755| ( 647-537-4158|6 416.667.6277
| * vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca |www.trca.on.ca

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING, STORING OR FORWARDING THIS MESSAGE*

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority Confidentiality Notice:
The information contained in this communication including any attachments may be confidential, is intended only for use of
the recipient(s) named above, and may be legally privileged. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,disclosure or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please resend this communication to the sender and delete it permanently
from your computer system.

mailto:CN=Violetta Tkaczuk/O=TRCA
mailto:Ian.Taylor@enbridge.com
mailto:Dennis.Stolfi@enbridge.com
mailto:Lisa.Dumond@enbridge.com
mailto:Jim.Arnott@enbridge.com



EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 3 
 
BACKGROUND 


 


The City of Toronto and TRCA are conducting a study to examine the creation of a multi-use trail system 


within the East Don Corridor. The proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-use trail 


network, joining the existing East Don Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail 


(at approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Lower Don Trail System. The East Don Trail study is being 


carried out in accordance with the requirements of Schedule C Municipal Class Environmental 


Assessment (EA). 


 


PROGRESS TO DATE 


 


East Don Trail EA Phase 1 “Problem or Opportunity” and Phase 2 “Alternative Solutions” have been 


completed, and is now in the final stage of Phase 3 “Alternative Design Concepts”. A public meeting was 


held during each phase to provide an opportunity for the public to review materials and provide feedback.  


The final public meeting for the EA process was held on June 24, 2014 and focused on the Alternative 


Design Concepts. During this meeting the preferred Alternative Solution (preferred trail alignment) was 


presented in addition to the Alternative Design Concepts.  Alternative Design Concepts provide a number 


of ways in which a project can be developed and designed for the preferred solution. Members of the 


public had an opportunity to comment on the evaluation and preliminary results of the preferred 


Alternative Design Concepts.  Following the public meeting the preferred Alternative Design Concepts 


were revised and reassessed based on feedback from the Community Liaison Committee (CLC), the 


Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), review agencies, and the general public.  The preferred Alternative 


Design Concept is shown in Figure 1.  A few segments still require utility landowner review and approval, 


including two preliminary preferred level crossings of the Metrolinx/Go Transit owned Bala Subdivision 


rail line.  A safety assessment of these level crossings is currently underway.   


 


NEXT STEPS 


The final step in Phase 3 will be the description of the preferred Design Concept.  This step translates the 


preferred Design Concept into specifics required for detailed design, and will include information on: trail 


design, watercourse crossings, rail line crossings, drainage and stormwater management, utilities, 


easement requirements, construction staging, monitoring and maintenance considerations, preliminary 


cost estimates and necessary permits and approvals.  Additionally the potential environmental effects 


and proposed mitigation measures for the preferred design will be outlined.  This information will be 


presented to the CLC and TAC for feedback, than revised and finalized into the Environmental Study 


Report (ESR).  The ESR will be filed with the Ministry of Environment for a 30 day public review.  


For more information, please visit: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 


Or Contact: 


Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager, TRCA 
vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca 
 
Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto 
Tel: 416-338-2850, E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca 



http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

mailto:vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca





EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 3 
 
Figure 1: East Don Trail EA Phase 3 results: Alternative Design Concepts considered and the 


Preferred Design Concept selected 
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easement requirements, construction staging, monitoring and maintenance considerations, preliminary 


cost estimates and necessary permits and approvals.  Additionally the potential environmental effects 
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EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 3 
 
Figure 1: East Don Trail EA Phase 3 results: Alternative Design Concepts considered and the 


Preferred Design Concept selected 
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EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 3 
 
BACKGROUND 

 

The City of Toronto and TRCA are conducting a study to examine the creation of a multi-use trail system 

within the East Don Corridor. The proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-use trail 

network, joining the existing East Don Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail 

(at approximately Bermondsey Rd), and the Lower Don Trail System. The East Don Trail study is being 

carried out in accordance with the requirements of Schedule C Municipal Class Environmental 

Assessment (EA). 

 

PROGRESS TO DATE 

 

East Don Trail EA Phase 1 “Problem or Opportunity” and Phase 2 “Alternative Solutions” have been 

completed, and is now in the final stage of Phase 3 “Alternative Design Concepts”. A public meeting was 

held during each phase to provide an opportunity for the public to review materials and provide feedback.  

The final public meeting for the EA process was held on June 24, 2014 and focused on the Alternative 

Design Concepts. During this meeting the preferred Alternative Solution (preferred trail alignment) was 

presented in addition to the Alternative Design Concepts.  Alternative Design Concepts provide a number 

of ways in which a project can be developed and designed for the preferred solution. Members of the 

public had an opportunity to comment on the evaluation and preliminary results of the preferred 

Alternative Design Concepts.  Following the public meeting the preferred Alternative Design Concepts 

were revised and reassessed based on feedback from the Community Liaison Committee (CLC), the 

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), review agencies, and the general public.  The preferred Alternative 

Design Concept is shown in Figure 1.  A few segments still require utility landowner review and approval, 

including two preliminary preferred level crossings of the Metrolinx/Go Transit owned Bala Subdivision 

rail line.  A safety assessment of these level crossings is currently underway.   

 

NEXT STEPS 

The final step in Phase 3 will be the description of the preferred Design Concept.  This step translates the 

preferred Design Concept into specifics required for detailed design, and will include information on: trail 

design, watercourse crossings, rail line crossings, drainage and stormwater management, utilities, 

easement requirements, construction staging, monitoring and maintenance considerations, preliminary 

cost estimates and necessary permits and approvals.  Additionally the potential environmental effects 

and proposed mitigation measures for the preferred design will be outlined.  This information will be 

presented to the CLC and TAC for feedback, than revised and finalized into the Environmental Study 

Report (ESR).  The ESR will be filed with the Ministry of Environment for a 30 day public review.  

For more information, please visit: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

Or Contact: 

Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager, TRCA 
vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca 
 
Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto 
Tel: 416-338-2850, E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca 

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail
mailto:vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca


EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Phase 3 
 
Figure 1: East Don Trail EA Phase 3 results: Alternative Design Concepts considered and the 

Preferred Design Concept selected 
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From: Violetta Tkaczuk
To: Dennis Stolfi; Ian Taylor
Cc: Jim Arnott; Lisa Dumond
Subject: East Don Trail - surrounding field work
Date: 10/28/2014 03:46 PM
Attachments: East Don TrailEA_FieldWork_Update.pdf

Hello

I would like to this opportunity to provide you with an update on some upcoming
field work for the East Don Trail EA project. which will include a Stage 2
Archeological Assessment and Geotechnical investigations.  

The Stage 2 Archeological Assessment is schedule to start next week and will be
completed in phases starting in the south end of the study area, from the forks of
the Don River (the Don Mills entrance to Taylor Creek Park) towards the Gatineau
Hydro Corridor.  Further details on the assessment is attached.

As part of the assessments test pits will be dug along the preferred trail route,
please note that all test pits will be dug on TRCA and City of Toronto property, no
test pits will be located within the Hydro Corridor in which an Enbridge pipeline is
located.   If in the future test pits are required adjacent to the pipeline the project
team will be in touch and full locates will be performed. 

The Geotechnical investigations have not been schedule yet, but are anticipated to
commence prior to the end of this year, a separate notice will be issued at that
time.  Some further information on the borehole investigations is provided in the
email below.  Please let me know if you have any concerns at this time

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions.

Thank you

Violetta Tkaczuk| Project Manager I, Project Management Office |

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority | 5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview,
ON, M3N 1S4|

( 416.661.6600 ext 5755| ( 647-537-4158|6 416.667.6277
| * vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca |www.trca.on.ca
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EAST DON TRAIL EA 
UPDATE: Notice of Field Work  
 
 


BACKGROUND 


The City of Toronto and TRCA are conducting a Schedule C Municipal Class Environmental 
Assessment (EA) to study options for a multi-use trail system within the East Don Corridor. The 
proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-use trail network, joining the existing East 
Don Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail, and the Lower Don Trail 
System. As part of the information gathering for the EA, field work has been taking place in the study 
area since early 2013 and will continue into 2015. 
 


ARCHAEOLGOICAL ASSESSMENT 


From late October to December of this year, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment will be 
undertaken by TRCA for the preferred trail route within the East Don Corridor. The assessment will 
be completed to assist in determining if artifacts or archaeological sites are located along the 
preferred trail route, and to make recommendations about whether or not further assessment of the 
project area is required. 
 
The investigation will include shovel testing that involves the hand excavation of 30cm by 30cm test 
pits down to approximately 30cm, with test pits located on a 5m grid along the preferred trail route.  
All soil from each test pit is screened through 6mm mesh, during which archaeologists inspect the 
soil for artifacts.  All test pits will be back-filled to the surface level.  Test pits will be performed on 
property owned by the City of Toronto or TRCA at this time, no test pits will be located on private 
or utility owned property. 
 


In order to complete this work, archaeologists will be present within the East Don valley lands.  They 
will be carrying equipment (screens and shovels) that will be used for excavating the test pits.  No 
trails will be closed as a result of this assessment. 
 


NEXT STEPS 


Before the end of the 2014, an engineering firm will be on site completing a geotechnical 
assessment to gather information about subsurface soil and groundwater conditions.  This 
investigation will include a number of boreholes and soil samples at various locations along the 
preferred trail route.  A notice of field work will be issued prior to commencing work. 
 
The project team is currently finalizing the Environmental Study Report (ESR).  The ESR documents 
the project activities, correspondence and decision-making process up to and including Phase 4 of 
the five phase EA process (Phase 5 involves implementation).  This report will be filed with the 
Ministry of Environment for a 30 day public review.  
 
For further information on the East Don Trail EA visit: http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 
 


Or Contact: 


Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager, TRCA 
vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca 
 
Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto 
mpyjor@toronto.ca 
Tel: 416-338-2850,  
 



http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

mailto:vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca
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EAST DON TRAIL EA 
UPDATE: Notice of Field Work 

BACKGROUND 

The City of Toronto and TRCA are conducting a Schedule C Municipal Class Environmental 
Assessment (EA) to study options for a multi-use trail system within the East Don Corridor. The
proposed trail would provide a key connection in the multi-use trail network, joining the existing East
Don Trail (East of Wynford Heights Crescent), Gatineau Corridor Trail, and the Lower Don Trail
System. As part of the information gathering for the EA, field work has been taking place in the study
area since early 2013 and will continue into 2015.

ARCHAEOLGOICAL ASSESSMENT 

From late October to December of this year, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment will be
undertaken by TRCA for the preferred trail route within the East Don Corridor. The assessment will
be completed to assist in determining if artifacts or archaeological sites are located along the
preferred trail route, and to make recommendations about whether or not further assessment of the
project area is required.

The investigation will include shovel testing that involves the hand excavation of 30cm by 30cm test
pits down to approximately 30cm, with test pits located on a 5m grid along the preferred trail route.
All soil from each test pit is screened through 6mm mesh, during which archaeologists inspect the
soil for artifacts.  All test pits will be back-filled to the surface level.  Test pits will be performed on
property owned by the City of Toronto or TRCA at this time, no test pits will be located on private 
or utility owned property. 

In order to complete this work, archaeologists will be present within the East Don valley lands.  They
will be carrying equipment (screens and shovels) that will be used for excavating the test pits.  No
trails will be closed as a result of this assessment.

NEXT STEPS 

Before the end of the 2014, an engineering firm will be on site completing a geotechnical
assessment to gather information about subsurface soil and groundwater conditions.  This
investigation will include a number of boreholes and soil samples at various locations along the
preferred trail route.  A notice of field work will be issued prior to commencing work.

The project team is currently finalizing the Environmental Study Report (ESR).  The ESR documents
the project activities, correspondence and decision-making process up to and including Phase 4 of
the five phase EA process (Phase 5 involves implementation).  This report will be filed with the
Ministry of Environment for a 30 day public review.

For further information on the East Don Trail EA visit: http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Or Contact:

Violetta Tkaczuk, Project Manager, TRCA
vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca

Maogosha Pyjor, Public Consultation Coordinator, City of Toronto
mpyjor@toronto.ca
Tel: 416-338-2850,
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From: Violetta Tkaczuk
To: info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com; @flemingdonparkgolfclub.com
Subject: East Don Trail EA - draft Environmental Study Report
Date: 12/11/2014 01:11 PM

Hello

The East Don Trail EA project team has completed the draft Environmental Study Report

for the project.  As a project Key Stakeholder, the project team would like to offer

Flemingdon Park Golf Club the opportunity to review the draft Report and to provide any

high level feedback you may have. A copy of the document can be downloaded from the

following Dropbox link:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7sqvyp5s4jk0ieh/AABMta9qVvTmhR3ZG6KPrVEHa?dl=0

In addition to the main Report, the following Appendices have been uploaded to assist with

your review:

B1: Existing Geomorphic and Geotechnical Conditions

C1: Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment and C2: Stage 2 Archaeological

Assessment – Clearance

D: Detailed Evaluation of “Alternatives To”

E: Alternative Trail Alignments (Phase 2) Evaluation Criteria, Indicators, and

Measures for Assigning Scores

F2: Assessment of Potential Impact on Trees: Detailed Tree Inventory and

Impact Evaluation Approach

G: Alternative Design Concepts (Phase 3) Evaluation Criteria, Indicators, and

Measures for Assigning Scores; Phase 3 Evaluation Criteria Considered and

Removed

If you do have any comments please provide them back to me by Tuesday, January

6, 2015.  This will allow time for the project team to review and respond to comments, and

make necessary changes to the Report before finalizing and filing in the New Year.

If you have any questions or comments while reviewing the Report, please do not hesitate

to get in touch.

Thank you for your continued support and input into the East Don Trail EA

Sincerely:

Violetta Tkaczuk| Project Manager I, Project Management Office |

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority | 5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview,
ON, M3N 1S4|

( 416.661.6600 ext 5755| ( 647-537-4158|6 416.667.6277
| * vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca |www.trca.on.ca

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING, STORING OR FORWARDING THIS MESSAGE*

mailto:CN=Violetta Tkaczuk/O=TRCA
mailto:info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7sqvyp5s4jk0ieh/AABMta9qVvTmhR3ZG6KPrVEHa?dl=0


From: Violetta Savage
To: agnes.reid@hydroOne.com
Cc: tony.ierullo@hydroone.com
Subject: East Don Trail EA Update
Date: 08/02/2016 12:03 PM

Hello 

I would like to take this opportunity to update you the on the progress and current

status of the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment (EA).

As you may recall the project was in Phase 4 of the EA process, drafting and filing the

Environmental Study Report (ESR).  A first draft of the ESR had been written, and

was sent to you for review and comment in December of 2014.  Since that time the

project team has been conducting additional studies, confirming the preferred

alternative and awaiting amendments to the Municipal Class Environmental

Assessment (MCEA) process.

The MCEA process was amended in the fall of 2015, to clarify the EA process

undertaken for trails not located in road right of ways.  The amendments confirm the

East Don Trail EA being undertaken as a MCEA Schedule C process.  

The project team is now finalizing the preferred alternative.  An update containing

more information about the final solution and next steps will be sent out to you in the

near future.

In addition, the project team has been in contact with Infrastructure Ontario (Lisa

Myslicki) to ensure that the East Don Trail EA is meets IO’s due diligence

requirements for their EA process. 

In the meantime if you have any questions or comments please do not hesitate to

contact me.  

Kindest Regards;

Violetta Savage (Tkaczuk) | Project Manager I, Project Management Office 

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

Mailing Address:  5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview, ON, M3N 1S4 

Office Location and Courier Address: 101 Exchange Avenue, Vaughan, ON, L4K

5R6

(Office: 416.661.6600 ext 5755 | Cell: 647.537.4158 | 6416.667.6277

|* vsavage@trca.on.ca | www.trca.on.ca

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING, STORING OR FORWARDING THIS MESSAGE*

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority Confidentiality Notice:
The information contained in this communication including any attachments may be confidential, is intended only for use of
the recipient(s) named above, and may be legally privileged. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,disclosure or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please resend this communication to the sender and delete it permanently
from your computer system.

mailto:CN=Violetta Savage/O=TRCA
mailto:agnes.reid@hydroOne.com
mailto:tony.ierullo@hydroone.com


From: Violetta Savage
To: info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com; @flemingdonparkgolfclub.com
Subject: East Don Trail Update
Date: 08/26/2016 12:02 PM
Attachments: EDT Update_Preferred.pdf

Hello , 

I would like to take this opportunity to update you and seek feedback on changes to the

East Don Trail EA final solution, the preferred alternative.  Comments and feedback from

Flemingdon Park Golf Club are requested by Tuesday, September 6, 2016.  The changes

to the final preferred alternative consist of two crossing types of the Metrolinx/Go Transit

owned Bala Subdivision rail line (previously level crossings).   Location of main trail and

crossings remains unchanged. 

As you may recall, the preferred alternative for the East Don Trail was presented to the

public and stakeholders in 2014, at that time two preliminary preferred level crossings of the

rail line still required review and approval. In 2015 additional details on the design,

construction and mitigation measures for the remainder of the preferred trail route were

developed while review and discussion on the two level crossings continued. Results of

these discussions indicated that it is Metrolinx’s policy direction to not permit any new level

crossings of active rail corridors, and therefore the level crossings could not be selected as

the preferred crossing options. The final preferred alternative has been amended to include

two bridge crossings of the Metrolinx rail line, refer to attached document for the final

preferred alternative. 

The location of the bridge crossings are as follows:

· South Rail Line Bridge (“Metrolinx Crossing 2”) – south of Flemingdon Golf

Course, crosses over within the Hydro Gatineau Corridor, transition areas located

on City and TRCA property  

· North Rail Line Bridge (“Metrolinx Crossing 3”) – just north of Eglinton Avenue

Additional details regarding the rail line bridge crossings and associated transition areas

are attached for your review. Can you please review the attached information and provide

any comments or feedback by Tuesday, September 6, 2016. If you would like to further

discuss these crossings or the preferred alternative a meeting can be arranged. If I do not

hear from you by Tuesday, September 6, 2016, I will assume that you do not have any

questions or concerns with the East Don Trail preferred alignment. 

Next Steps

An update will be sent to the public, Key Stakeholders, ward Councillors, and aboriginal

communities identifying the final preferred alternative.  Following a two week review period,

any necessary changes or additions will be made and the Environmental Study Report

(ESR) will be updated.  The ESR will be filed with the Ministry of Environment and Climate

Change for a 30 day public review this fall. 

The East Don Trail project team will coordinate with all affected stakeholders, including

Flemingdon Park Golf Club, during the detailed design phase. 

mailto:CN=Violetta Savage/O=TRCA
mailto:info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com



EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Preferred Alternative 
  


East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 


Preferred Alternative – Metrolinx Crossing 2 and Metrolinx Crossing 3 


 


Rail Line Bridge Crossings 


The preliminary preferred rail line crossing options at Metrolinx Crossings 2 and 3 (refer 


to Figure 1) identified during the East Don Trail EA were two level crossings, however 


could not be selected as the final preferred crossing options.  At the two proposed 


crossings there is not enough separation in grade between the rail line and adjacent 


lands to tunnel under the track. As a result, the trail will be required to cross over the rail 


line. Metrolinx/GO’s policy direction is to not permit any new level crossings of active rail 


corridors, therefore the final preferred crossing options for both Metrolinx 2 and 3 are 


bridge crossings.   


The preferred option of crossing the Metrolinx rail line at three additional locations 


identified in the EA remain unchanged.  At Metrolinx Crossings 1 and 4 the preferred 


options are tunnel crossings, while at Metrolinx Crossing 5 the preferred option is an 


underpass (refer to Figure 1).  


 


Bridge Locations 


Bridge locations can be seen in Figure 1, while additional details of location and bridge 


parameters can be seen in Figure 2 for Metrolinx Crossing 2 and Figure 3 for Metrolinx 


Crossing 3. The location of the bridge crossings are as follows: 


 Metrolinx Crossing 2 (South Rail Line Bridge) – south of Flemingdon Golf 


Course, within the Hydro Gatineau Corridor  


 Metrolinx Crossing 3 (North Rail Line Bridge) – just north of Eglington Avenue 


Bridge Crossings 


Both bridges will be designed and built to span the Metrolinx right-of–way. The 


approximate bridge spans of Metrolinx Crossing 2 and 3 are 45 m and 60 m 


respectively, the specific sizing of these crossings will be completed in the detailed 


design project phase. Both bridges will aim to meet a minimum of 7.4 m vertical 


clearance, the distance from the rail line to the bottom of the bridge structure. Bridge 


width will be determined with the function of a multi-use trail in mind, aiming for a 


clearway width of at least 3.5 m.  


Further design and implementation considerations may include the following:  


 Bridge surface material type to consider an anti -slip surface 


 Railing height and design to consider safety of trail users and rail line operations  


 Bridge abutments and bridge load requirements 







EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Preferred Alternative 
  


Where feasible, bridge design is to meet all applicable standards, including those 


defined by Transport Canada (specifically, Section 11 of the Railway Safety Act) as well 


as those of the rail line owner Metrolinx. Detailed design of both bridges will be done in 


consultation with Metrolinx.  


Bridge Transition Areas  


To transition trail users from the trail at ground level to the bridges over the rail line (at 


approximately 7.4 m above the rail line), three design approaches will be explored: 


multi-use trail switchbacks, sloped walkways, and raised ramp structures.  


At Metrolinx Crossing 2 the east transition area will utilize the existing topography to 


create a switchback trail transitioning users in a zig-zag pattern, while the west 


transition area will likely be facilitated by a raised ramp structure (Figure 2). At Metrolinx 


Crossing 3 the east portion of the bridge abuts a hill, the transition area will be facilitated 


via a multi-use trail at an approximately 5% grade, while the west transition area will 


likely be facilitated via a raised ramp structure (Figure 3).   


The specific dimensions for the raise access ramps will be determined during the 


detailed design project phase, and will consider: ramp approach grades, number and 


location of landings, handrails, guards, length, width, and turn radius. The design of 


these transition areas will work to meet the Ontario Accessibility Standards for the 


Design of Public Spaces Guidelines (2013), and City of Toronto Accessibility Design 


Guidelines (2004). 


 


 


 


 


 







EAST DON TRAIL EA 
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Figure 1: East Don Trail Preferred Alternative 
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EAST DON TRAIL EA 
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Figure 2: Metrolinx Crossing 2 – South Rail Line Bridge 


 







EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Preferred Alternative 
  


 


Figure 3: Metrolinx Crossing 3 – North Rail Line Bridge 


 







If you have any questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact me.  If you would

like to further discuss the East Don Trail and the preferred alternative a meeting can be

arranged.

I will also follow up with the City regarding your previous email.

Kindest Regards

Violetta Savage (Tkaczuk) | Project Manager I, Project Management Office

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

Mailing Address:  5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview, ON, M3N 1S4

Office Location and Courier Address: 101 Exchange Avenue, Vaughan, ON, L4K

5R6

(Office: 416.661.6600 ext 5755 | Cell: 647.537.4158 | 6416.667.6277

|* vsavage@trca.on.ca | www.trca.on.ca




EAST DON TRAIL EA 
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East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 


Preferred Alternative – Metrolinx Crossing 2 and Metrolinx Crossing 3 


 


Rail Line Bridge Crossings 


The preliminary preferred rail line crossing options at Metrolinx Crossings 2 and 3 (refer 


to Figure 1) identified during the East Don Trail EA were two level crossings, however 


could not be selected as the final preferred crossing options.  At the two proposed 


crossings there is not enough separation in grade between the rail line and adjacent 


lands to tunnel under the track. As a result, the trail will be required to cross over the rail 


line. Metrolinx/GO’s policy direction is to not permit any new level crossings of active rail 


corridors, therefore the final preferred crossing options for both Metrolinx 2 and 3 are 


bridge crossings.   


The preferred option of crossing the Metrolinx rail line at three additional locations 


identified in the EA remain unchanged.  At Metrolinx Crossings 1 and 4 the preferred 


options are tunnel crossings, while at Metrolinx Crossing 5 the preferred option is an 


underpass (refer to Figure 1).  


 


Bridge Locations 


Bridge locations can be seen in Figure 1, while additional details of location and bridge 


parameters can be seen in Figure 2 for Metrolinx Crossing 2 and Figure 3 for Metrolinx 


Crossing 3. The location of the bridge crossings are as follows: 


 Metrolinx Crossing 2 (South Rail Line Bridge) – south of Flemingdon Golf 


Course, within the Hydro Gatineau Corridor  


 Metrolinx Crossing 3 (North Rail Line Bridge) – just north of Eglington Avenue 


Bridge Crossings 


Both bridges will be designed and built to span the Metrolinx right-of–way. The 


approximate bridge spans of Metrolinx Crossing 2 and 3 are 45 m and 60 m 


respectively, the specific sizing of these crossings will be completed in the detailed 


design project phase. Both bridges will aim to meet a minimum of 7.4 m vertical 


clearance, the distance from the rail line to the bottom of the bridge structure. Bridge 


width will be determined with the function of a multi-use trail in mind, aiming for a 


clearway width of at least 3.5 m.  


Further design and implementation considerations may include the following:  


 Bridge surface material type to consider an anti -slip surface 


 Railing height and design to consider safety of trail users and rail line operations  


 Bridge abutments and bridge load requirements 
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Where feasible, bridge design is to meet all applicable standards, including those 


defined by Transport Canada (specifically, Section 11 of the Railway Safety Act) as well 


as those of the rail line owner Metrolinx. Detailed design of both bridges will be done in 


consultation with Metrolinx.  


Bridge Transition Areas  


To transition trail users from the trail at ground level to the bridges over the rail line (at 


approximately 7.4 m above the rail line), three design approaches will be explored: 


multi-use trail switchbacks, sloped walkways, and raised ramp structures.  


At Metrolinx Crossing 2 the east transition area will utilize the existing topography to 


create a switchback trail transitioning users in a zig-zag pattern, while the west 


transition area will likely be facilitated by a raised ramp structure (Figure 2). At Metrolinx 


Crossing 3 the east portion of the bridge abuts a hill, the transition area will be facilitated 


via a multi-use trail at an approximately 5% grade, while the west transition area will 


likely be facilitated via a raised ramp structure (Figure 3).   


The specific dimensions for the raise access ramps will be determined during the 


detailed design project phase, and will consider: ramp approach grades, number and 


location of landings, handrails, guards, length, width, and turn radius. The design of 


these transition areas will work to meet the Ontario Accessibility Standards for the 


Design of Public Spaces Guidelines (2013), and City of Toronto Accessibility Design 


Guidelines (2004). 
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Figure 1: East Don Trail Preferred Alternative 
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Figure 2: Metrolinx Crossing 2 – South Rail Line Bridge 
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Figure 3: Metrolinx Crossing 3 – North Rail Line Bridge 


 







EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Preferred Alternative 

East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 

Preferred Alternative – Metrolinx Crossing 2 and Metrolinx Crossing 3 

Rail Line Bridge Crossings 

The preliminary preferred rail line crossing options at Metrolinx Crossings 2 and 3 (refer 

to Figure 1) identified during the East Don Trail EA were two level crossings, however 

could not be selected as the final preferred crossing options.  At the two proposed 

crossings there is not enough separation in grade between the rail line and adjacent 

lands to tunnel under the track. As a result, the trail will be required to cross over the rail 

line. Metrolinx/GO’s policy direction is to not permit any new level crossings of active rail 

corridors, therefore the final preferred crossing options for both Metrolinx 2 and 3 are 

bridge crossings.   

The preferred option of crossing the Metrolinx rail line at three additional locations 

identified in the EA remain unchanged.  At Metrolinx Crossings 1 and 4 the preferred 

options are tunnel crossings, while at Metrolinx Crossing 5 the preferred option is an 

underpass (refer to Figure 1).  

Bridge Locations 

Bridge locations can be seen in Figure 1, while additional details of location and bridge 

parameters can be seen in Figure 2 for Metrolinx Crossing 2 and Figure 3 for Metrolinx 

Crossing 3. The location of the bridge crossings are as follows: 

 Metrolinx Crossing 2 (South Rail Line Bridge) – south of Flemingdon Golf

Course, within the Hydro Gatineau Corridor

 Metrolinx Crossing 3 (North Rail Line Bridge) – just north of Eglington Avenue

Bridge Crossings 

Both bridges will be designed and built to span the Metrolinx right-of–way. The 

approximate bridge spans of Metrolinx Crossing 2 and 3 are 45 m and 60 m 

respectively, the specific sizing of these crossings will be completed in the detailed 

design project phase. Both bridges will aim to meet a minimum of 7.4 m vertical 

clearance, the distance from the rail line to the bottom of the bridge structure. Bridge 

width will be determined with the function of a multi-use trail in mind, aiming for a 

clearway width of at least 3.5 m.  

Further design and implementation considerations may include the following: 

 Bridge surface material type to consider an anti -slip surface

 Railing height and design to consider safety of trail users and rail line operations

 Bridge abutments and bridge load requirements



EAST DON TRAIL EA 
PROJECT UPDATE: Preferred Alternative 

Where feasible, bridge design is to meet all applicable standards, including those 

defined by Transport Canada (specifically, Section 11 of the Railway Safety Act) as well 

as those of the rail line owner Metrolinx. Detailed design of both bridges will be done in 

consultation with Metrolinx.  

Bridge Transition Areas 

To transition trail users from the trail at ground level to the bridges over the rail line (at 

approximately 7.4 m above the rail line), three design approaches will be explored: 

multi-use trail switchbacks, sloped walkways, and raised ramp structures.  

At Metrolinx Crossing 2 the east transition area will utilize the existing topography to 

create a switchback trail transitioning users in a zig-zag pattern, while the west 

transition area will likely be facilitated by a raised ramp structure (Figure 2). At Metrolinx 

Crossing 3 the east portion of the bridge abuts a hill, the transition area will be facilitated 

via a multi-use trail at an approximately 5% grade, while the west transition area will 

likely be facilitated via a raised ramp structure (Figure 3).   

The specific dimensions for the raise access ramps will be determined during the 

detailed design project phase, and will consider: ramp approach grades, number and 

location of landings, handrails, guards, length, width, and turn radius. The design of 

these transition areas will work to meet the Ontario Accessibility Standards for the 

Design of Public Spaces Guidelines (2013), and City of Toronto Accessibility Design 

Guidelines (2004). 
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Figure 1: East Don Trail Preferred Alternative 
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Figure 2: Metrolinx Crossing 2 – South Rail Line Bridge 
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Figure 3: Metrolinx Crossing 3 – North Rail Line Bridge 



 
 

 

November 10, 2016  

Hello XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, 

Re: Notice of Completion – East Don Trail – Schedule C Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment and Ministry of Infrastructure and Public Work Class 
Environmental Assessment 
 
Please be advised that the City of Toronto and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 
(TRCA) have completed a study to determine a trail route that would provide a connection 
in the multi-use trail network between the existing East Don Trail, the Gatineau Trail, and 
the Don Trail System. This trail system is proposed within the valleylands of the East Don 
River from Lawrence Avenue East to the north and where the West Don, Don Mills Road 
and Don Valley Parkway meet to the south. 

The recommended solution, as documented in the Environmental Study Report (ESR), is 
an approximately 3.6 to 4 metre wide, 4.8 kilometre long, asphalt multi-use trail routed 
within the East Don corridor. The route includes nine bridges over the East Don River, one 
over Taylor Massey Creek and two other tributaries, as well as five railway crossings. 

The Study was carried out following the requirements for Schedule C projects under the 
Municipal Class EA process and in accordance with the Ministry of Infrastructure (MOI) 
Class EA requirements.  

The ESR is available for review on the project webpage: www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail 

Please find attached the Notice of Completion. If you have any questions or comments 
regarding this study or would like a printed copy of the ESR, please contact Violetta 
Savage, Project Manager, at vsavage@trca.on.ca or (416) 661-6600 ext. 5755 within the 
30-day review period, from November 10, 2016, to December 9, 2016. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Caitlin Rochon 

Project Coordinator, Project Management Office 

 

Encl. Notice of Completion 

http://www.toronto.ca/eastdontrail


East Don Trail
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment and Ministry of Infrastructure 
Public Work Class Environmental Assessment - Notice of Completion

Information will be collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. All comments will become 

request is available to the general public under the authority of the Environmental Assessment Act and/or s.37 of the Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act. For more information, please contact the Ministry’s Freedom of Information and Privacy Coordinator at 416-327-1434.

The City of  Toronto and  Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 
(TRCA) have completed a study to determine a trail route that would 
provide a connection in the multi-use trail network between the existing 
East Don Trail, the Gatineau Trail and the Don Trail System. This trail 
system is proposed within the valleylands of the East Don River from 
Lawrence Avenue East to the north and where the West Don River, Don 
Mills Road and Don Valley Parkway meet to the south.

The recommended solution, as documented in the Environmental Study 
Report (ESR), is an approximately 3.6 to 4 meter wide, 4.8 kilometers 
long asphalt multi-use trail routed within the East Don Corridor. The 
route includes nine bridges over the East Don River, one over Taylor 

crossings.

Opportunities for Review
The study was carried out following the requirements for Schedule C 
projects under the Municipal Class EA process and in accordance with the 
Ministry of Infrastructure (MOI) Class EA requirements. An Environmental 
Study Report (ESR) has been prepared and is available for a 30 day period  
from November 10, 2016 to December 9, 2016, for review at the following libraries:

Thorncliffe                          
 

Flemindgon Park          
 

Victoria Village
48 Thorncliffe Park Dr.        

 
29 St. Dennis Dr.        

 
184 Sloane Ave.

416-396-3865                      
 

416-395-5820                 
 

416-395-5950
 

 

The ESR is also available on the project’s webpage at: 
toronto.ca/eastdontrail

Interested persons may provide written comments to City staff within the 
30 calendar day period. Comments should be directed to:

Maogosha Pyjor
Public Consultation Unit, City of  Toronto 
Metro Hall, 19th Fl., 55 John St.   Toronto, ON M5V 3C6   
Tel: 416-338-2850   Fax: 416-392-2974    TTY: 416-338-0889
E-mail: mpyjor@toronto.ca

Subject to comments received as a result of this study and the receipt of 
necessary approvals and funding, the City intends to proceed with the 
implementation of the East Don Trail.

If concerns regarding this project remain unresolved after consulting 
with City staff, a person can request that the project be subject to a Part 
II Order by the Minister of the Environment & Climate Change. Part II 
Order requests must be written and received by the Minister, with a 

copy to the City, at the following addresses within 30 calendar days 
following the date of this Notice:

Minister of the Environment and Climate Change
77 Wellesley St. W., Ferguson Block, 11th Fl.
Toronto, ON M7A 2T5
AND
Ministry of the Environment & Climate Change
Environmental Approvals Branch
135 St. Clair Ave. W., 1st Fl.
Toronto, ON M4V 1L5                            Issue Date: November 10, 2016

The Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure (MEDEI) owns lands in the Study Area in which an easement (and any other 
associated but required realty activities) is proposed to be obtain, based on the preferred solutions recommended in this study. As a result, the 
portions of the proposed trail within the MEDEI landholdings are also being addressed in accordance with the requirements of the MOI Class EA. 



Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 

East Don Trail Environmental Assessment APPENDIX A – Public Consultation 

CORRESPONDENCE LOG
The following includes a record of correspondence with Key Stakeholders during the Class EA process.   Correspondence types 

include: Project Updates issued by the East Don Trail Project Team, meetings, and emails. 



Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. (Enbridge) 

Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

30-Jan-13 Phase 1 - Project 
Update 

Notice of Commencement, invite to public meeting #1, 
project background information. 

Informed Enbridge of project background and status. 

28-Feb-13 Email Enbridge: 
Indicated Enbridge has infrastructure in the study area 
and they would like to be involved in the EA process. 

A meeting was set up to further discuss the project. 

8-Mar-13 Meeting Project overview, EA process and timeline, and 
potential concerns. 

Informed Enbridge of project background and status, 
gained insight into location of pipelines and working 
around them. 

11-Sep-13 Phase 2 - Project 
Update  

Invite to public meeting #2, information on alternative 
trail alignments and evaluation.  

Informed Enbridge of upcoming public meeting 

20-Feb-14 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Update on project status.  Inquired about any oil 
pipelines in the study area 

Enbridge: 
Trans Northern Pipeline, Sun Canadian Pipelines and 
Sarnia Products Pipeline may be located in the study 
area (appropriate contacts given). No Enbirdge oil 
pipelines are located in the study area.  

East Don Trail Project Team: 
Sent along project boundary to contacts for Trans 
Northern Pipeline, Sun Canadian Pipelines, and Sarnia 
Products Pipeline. None of the listed pipelines are 
located within the project local study area and none will 
be impacted by the project.  

Determined that only one Enbridge gas pipeline is 
located within the local study area.  Other pipelines in 
the vicinity were cleared and will not be impacted by the 
project.  

24-Apr-14 Phase 2 - Project 
Update 

Revised alternative trail alignments, preferred 
alternative trail alignment, and invitation to public 
meeting #3. 

Informed Enbridge of revised and preferred alternative 
alignments, and of upcoming public meeting. 

6-Jun-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Invitation to public meeting #3. Informed Enbridge of upcoming public meeting. 



Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

17-Jul-14 to 
16-Sep-14 

Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Request for georeferenced location of gas pipeline. 

Enbridge: 
Indicated they cannot provide the exact location of the 
pipeline, and that designs will need to be submitted to 
Mark_Ups. 

Designs will be submitted to Enbridge Mark_Ups during 
the detailed design phase.  

2-Sep-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Alternative design concepts have been selected 
however still require key stakeholder input. 

Informed Enbridge of preferred design concepts. 

28-Oct-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Information on upcoming field work. Informed Enbridge of upcoming field work. 

11-Dec-14 Phase 4 - Project 
Update 

Draft ESR sent for review. Informed Enbridge of content in draft ESR. 

1-Sep-15 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Update on project status. 

Informed Enbridge of project status. 

2-Aug-16 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Informed project ESR has not been filed yet. 

Updated Enbridge of project status. 

26-Aug-16 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Refined preferred design concept. Informed Enbridge of the refined preferred design 
concept. 

Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. (Enbridge) 



Flemingdon Park Golf Club 

Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

30-Jan-13 Phase 1 - Project 
Update 

Notice of Commencement, invite to public meeting #1, 
project background information. 

Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of project 
background and status. 

21-Feb-13 Meeting Project overview, EA process and timeline, and 
potential concerns. 

Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of background and 
status. 

15-Apr-13 Meeting Upcoming field work occurring on Flemingdon Golf 
Club. 

Existing conditions were obtained. 

11-Sep-13 Phase 2 - Project 
Update  

Invite to public meeting #2, information on alternative 
trail alignments and evaluation.  

Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of upcoming 
public meeting. 

13-Sug-14 
to 16-Aug-
13 

Email Flemingdon Park Golf Club: 
Requested a project update. 

East Don Trail Project Team: 
Update sent regarding work on alternative solutions and 
that a public meeting will be held in the fall.  

Updated Flemingdon Park Golf Club of project status. 

2-Oct-13 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Information on upcoming field work occurring adjacent 
to the property (tree and topography surveys). 

Updated Flemingdon Park Golf Club of field work 

14-Jan-14 Meeting Alternative trail alignments, potential impacts to golf 
course and property interests. 

Impacts to golf course operations taken into account 
during evaluation of alternatives.  Alternatives were 
revised, as the preferred alternative (routed through the 
golf course) could not be moved forward in the EA 
process.    

19-Mar-14 
to 24-Apr-14 

Phase 2 - Project 
Update 

Revised alternative trail alignments, preferred 
alternative trail alignment, and potential impacts to golf 
course operations. 

Flemingdon Park Golf Club indicated their preference of 
the trail staying east of the rail line (Hillside Trail).  Trail 
routed through golf course not moved forward as the 
preferred alternative. 

6-Jun-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Invitation to public meeting #3. Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of upcoming 
public meeting. 

2-Sep-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Alternative design concepts have been selected 
however still require key stakeholder input. 

Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of preferred 
design concepts. 

28-Oct-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Information on upcoming field work. Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of upcoming field 
work. 



Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

11-Dec-14 Phase 4 - Project 
Update 

Draft ESR sent for review. Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of content in draft 
ESR. 

1-Apr-15 Meeting Preferred Alternative adjacent to Golf Course. Discussion regarding separation of uses (golf and trail) 
that will be incorporated into detailed design (such as 
fencing). 

1-Sep-15 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Result of Electromagnetic Field Study and update on 
ESR sent 

Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of project status. 

2-Aug-16 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Informed project ESR has not been filed yet. 

Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of project status. 

26-Aug-16 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Refined preferred design concept. Informed Flemingdon Park Golf Club of the refined 
preferred design concept. 

Flemingdon Park Golf Club 



From: Violetta Tkaczuk
To: info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com; flemingdonparkgolfclub.com
Subject: East Don Trail EA_Revisied Trail Alignments
Date: 03/19/2014 04:35 PM
Attachments: EDT_UpdatePhase2_FGC.pdf

EDT_EvaluationPhase2Refined.pdf

Hello

As a key stakeholder for the East Don Trail EA we are seeking your input on the

revised alignments as they relate to and impact your golf course operations.  In the

attached few pages you will find summary information regarding Area 2 alignment

descriptions, evaluation and identified potential impacts.  In addition we have included

the detailed account of this information that was presented to our community liaison

committee for your records.  

Documents and content:

EDT_UpdatePhase2_FGC

    -Background Info

    -summary of revised trail alignment descriptions

    -summary of revised trail alignment evaluation

    -potential impacts to Golf Course operations

EDT_EvaluationPhase2Refined

    -Full revised alternative trail alignment description 

    -Full revised alternative trail alignment evaluation 

Please take the time to review the information package and provide your feedback

and additions to me either via email by April 2, 2014 or if you'd prefer we can set up a

meeting to discuss your feedback.

Thank you;

Violetta Tkaczuk| Project Manager I, Project Management Office |

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority | 5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview,
ON, M3N 1S4|

( 416.661.6600 ext 5755| ( 647-537-4158|6 416.667.6277
| * vtkaczuk@trca.on.ca |www.trca.on.ca

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT WHEN DECIDING TO PRINT THIS MESSAGE*

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority Confidentiality Notice:
The information contained in this communication including any attachments may be confidential, is intended only for use of
the recipient(s) named above, and may be legally privileged. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,disclosure or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please resend this communication to the sender and delete it permanently

mailto:CN=Violetta Tkaczuk/O=TRCA
mailto:info@flemingdonparkgolfclub.com
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East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 
Revised Alternative Trail Alignments 


 


Purpose 


To inform Flemindgon Park Golf Course on status of the East Don Trial Environmental Assessment (EA), 
and seek feedback on Alternative Trail Alignments located adjacent to the Golf Course property. 


Background 


The most recently undertaken step in the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment (EA) process included 


the evaluation of the Alternative Trail Alignments (Phase 2 of the EA process). This evaluation was 


presented to the public and stakeholders for their feedback at Public Information Center (PIC) #2 held on 


September 12, 2013. 


Since this meeting, feedback has been collected and analyzed by the project team (with assistance from the 


technical steering committee). The results of this analysis showed two major trends within Area 2 (study 


area portion that encompasses Flemingdon Park Golf Course), which have influenced the next steps of the 


project:  


Trend #1 - respondents were interested in having the project team revisit the alternative trail alignments 


presented in Area 2 in order to further investigate two trail alignments – one which would involve shared use 


between the trail and existing operations of Flemingdon Park Golf Course, and a second that would  be 


positioned on the east side of the rail line. The project team looked into these requests and, as a result, is 


bringing forward two trail alignments: Corridor Trail and Hillside. 


Trend #2 – respondents were generally in support of the preliminary evaluation of the alternative trail 


alignments presented at PIC#2. This resulted in the selection of a preliminary preferred trail alignment for 


each of the Areas:  


 Area 1 – Forest Trail A 


 Area 2 – River Walk 


 Area 3 – Access Route B 


 


Next Steps 


In an effort to ensure meaningful engagement, the project team has added an additional step to Phase 2 of 


the EA process, including the development of revised alignments for Area 2 in response to the comments 


received from the public to date.  


These alignments will be evaluated against the preliminary preferred trail alignments that were selected 


through the public engagement process.  For Area 2 River Walk, the preliminary preferred alternative will be 


evaluated against Corridor Trail and Hillside trail alignments. 


As a key stakeholder for the East Don Trail EA we are seeking Flemingdon Park Golf Course’s input on the 
revised alignments as they relate to and impact your golf course operations.  In the next few pages you will 
find summary information regarding Area 2 alignment descriptions, evaluation and potential impacts.  In 
addition we have included the detailed account of this information that was presented to our Community 
Liaison Committee (CLC) for your records.   
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This document includes the following information applicable to the trail alignments that have the potential 


to impact Flemingdon Park Golf Course operations: 


1. Summary of alternative trail alignments descriptions 
2. Summary of alternative trail alignments evaluation 
3. Potential impacts of alternative trail alignments on Flemingdon Park Golf Course operations 


 


Map of All Alternative Trail Alignments highlighting area that may have impacts to 


Flemingdon Park Golf Course 


 


Area 1 


Area 2 


Area 3 
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1. Summary of Alternative Trail Alignments Descriptions   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


River Walk Corridor Trail Hillside 
 In the north the trail travels 


under Eglinton Ave and along 
the west side of the river, 
within a forested riparian area 
that is not currently in use. 
Once on land that is currently 
the golf course play area, the 
trail continues along the west 
side of the river, partially 
following an existing cart path. 
Slightly north of the hydro 
corridor, the trail crosses to the 
east side of the river, travels 
through the hydro corridor and 
joins with another trail 
segment.  


 As the majority of the trail 
travels through (as opposed to 
along the side of) the golf 
course.  Golf course 
operations would need to 
cease for this alignment to be 
considered.  


 In the north the trail travels under 
Eglinton Ave and along the west 
side of the river, within a forested 
riparian area that is not currently 
in use.  The trail then travels 
along the east edge of the golf 
course crosses the river and 
continues to travel along the 
edge of the play area and rail 
line property crossing a small 
tributary.  The trail then travels 
within the area owned by Hydro 
One, where it joins with another 
trail segment.   


 Majority of the trail would need to 
be fenced. Netting the top may 
be necessary, too. 


 The trail travels on a portion of 
the golf course property at 
approximately 7m* wide and 
750m* long; acquisition, a 
license agreement, or an 
easement would be necessary 
for this portion.  


*lengths are approximate and would 
need to be field verified 


 


 In the north, the trail crosses 
the rail line from west to east 
and travels under Eglinton 
Ave along the east side of the 
river. It continues southbound 
along the edge of the 
seasonally wet low-lying area 
before turning back towards 
the rail line and traveling 
between the railway and a 
steep hill, also passing a small 
East Don River tributary. Once 
past the tributary, another 
“pinch point” is encountered, 
where the trail lies between a 
steep slope and the railway. 
Past the pinch point, the trail 
travels southbound and 
slightly eastward to join 
another trail segment.  


 Hillside lies on the east side of 
the rail line and is not likely to 
impact golf course operations.     
 


             Stream Crossing                                  Railway Crossing 
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2. Summary of Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


River Walk Corridor Trail Hillside 
 Highest functional value as 


supports multi-users, provides 
access to infrastructure and 
allows for easy future 
community connections 


 Low negative impacts on 
terrestrial environment, some 
negative impacts to aquatic 
environments 


 Rated high from a social and 
cultural perspective as fewer 
safety concerns, aesthetically 
pleasing and provides high 
overall user experience, 
however does cause the 
biggest impact to business 


 Low construction cost, high 
maintenance and additional 
costs 


 High functional value as supports 
multi-users and would be a great 
travel route 


 Lowest impact on terrestrial and 
aquatic environments 


 Fencing may be a concern for 
wildlife movement 


 Rated low from social and cultural 
perspective as not as 
aesthetically pleasing, many 
safety concerns, and would 
create a disruption to business 
operations 


 Low construction cost, with high 
maintenance and additional costs 


 Lowest functional value as 
limits multi-user as well as 
infrastructure maintenance 
and emergency vehicle 
access 


 Highest impact on terrestrial 
environment, while lowest 
impact on aquatic 
environment 


 Rated high from social and 
cultural perspective as 
aesthetically pleasing, 
provides high overall user 
experience, and no long-term 
impact on business (golf 
course) operations likely 


 High construction cost, low 
maintenance and additional 
costs 
 


             Stream Crossing                                  Railway Crossing 
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3. Potential Impacts of Alternative Trail Alignments on Flemingdon Park Golf Course 


Operations  


 


Please note the following outlines our perceived potential impacts to operation of the 


Flemingdon Park Golf Course as a result of the implementation of each of the Trail Alignment 


options that have been identified to date.  We are seeking your input to ensure all impacts 


are captured. Impacts and mitigation measures will be further refined and detailed for the 


preferred trail alignment option at a later stage in the project.  Therefore not all impacts may 


have been outlined; in addition mitigation measures may prevent some of the identified 


potential impacts.  For additional information please refer to detailed maps.  


      River Walk     Corridor Trail Hillside          
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 Golf course operations 
cease 


 


Construction-related impacts: 


 Nuisance noise, dust (if 
construction overlaps with the 
golfing season) 


 Temporary closure of holes or 
access restrictions to play 
areas closest to construction 
areas (east side of the 
course) as well as areas 
serving as/adjacent to 
construction access route, 
should the construction 
activities overlap with play 
season 


 Some vegetation/turf 
removal/damage adjacent to 
the impacted play areas (see 
map below) 


 


 Minor construction-related 
impacts such as noise, if 
construction overlaps with 
the golfing season 
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 Decrease in dimensions of 
the holes bordering the rail 
line property (for example, 
narrowing and/or shortening 
of the par 5 hole on the east 
side of the course)  


(see map of impacted play 
areas below) 


 Fencing and/or netting along 
the east side of the course, 
between the course and the 
trail, as well as play areas in 
the south end of the course 
(south of the hydro corridor), 
to mitigate safety concerns 


 User conflicts possible, but 
unlikely if the trail is fenced 


 


 Fencing and/or netting of 
the trail portion adjacent 
to the play areas in the 
south end of the course 
(south of the hydro 
corridor), to mitigate 
possible safety concerns 


 User conflicts possible, 
but unlikely if the trail is 
fenced 
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Corridor Trail Alignment Map outlining Potential Impacts 
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Hillside Alignment Map outlining Potential Impacts 
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REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments –  
Description and Preliminary Evaluation 
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Description of Alternatives – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments 


AREA 1  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Forest Trail A Forest Trail C 


 Full Trail: ~1.4 km, 5 bridges, 2 rail line crossings 
Difference (purple): ~0.7 km, 3 bridges, 2 rail line crossings 


 


Full Trail: ~ 1.05 km*, 3 bridges 
Difference (yellow): ~ 0.35* km, 1 bridge 


1 The north portion of Forest Trail A and C begin south of Lawrence and are located at the northern end of the proposed East Don Trail. 
The trails begin where the existing East Don Trail ends, cross the river once where they travel adjacent to the river through a forested area 
and the Wigmore Park Ravine potential ESA. The trails travel along the north/east bank of the river where the area is generally flat with 
some gentle grades. The opposite bank of the river contains steep grades and sections of the river banks are actively eroding sand plain 
slopes. The forest area is mainly comprised of L4 and L5 communities and includes both native and invasive species. Tree species 
include: paper birch, hawthorn, sugar maples, hemlock, white pine, and Manitoba maple 
 


2 At the rail line, Forest Trail A crosses under and continues adjacent 
river bank.  Past the rail line, Forest Trail A crosses the river twice 
and travels through a successional area adjacent to the east side of 
the East Don River.  The successional area is mainly comprised of 
invasive species communities, including an exotic successional 
woodland and Manitoba maple lowland deciduous forest. Swamp 
and marsh wetland communities are located just east of the trail, 
where a small tributary flows into the river. On the west side of the 
river there is a valley wall erosion scar. The trail crosses the river 
south of the scar, where the area on both sides of the river is 
generally flat. Vegetation communities here contain an L3 
community with white cedars and paper birch as well as a Manitoba 
maple community.  Forest Trail A allows for future connections to 
the Victoria Village and Wynford Concorde communities.   
 
On the west side of the East Don River, the trail travels through 
a successional vegetation community comprised mainly of 
invasive species including scotch pine and Manitoba maples, 
and a native cultural savannah.  A second rail line crossing is 
required, which is proposed to be a tunnel. 
 


Forest Trail C crosses the river from the north/east bank located in 
the valley to the south/west bank located on the top lands.  A large 
bridge and potential ramps would be required due to the large 
elevation change between banks.   
 
The trail travels west of the rail line through a relatively undisturbed 
well forested area with few invasive species.  The terrestrial 
vegetation is comprised of mainly L4 communities such as fresh-
moist Ash and white pine and sugar maple mixed forest. The area 
has very few informal trails.  The grades vary with steep stable 
vegetated banks approaching the river.  Tree species present 
include poplars, white cedar, white pine, sugar maple and sumac. 
The trail travels down towards the river and may require either 
switch backs or additional length and will likely be very steep.  
  


3 Both Forest Trail A and C cross the river and travel on the east side of the river, mainly through a cultural meadow.  Marginal areas 
are forested and the tree species include sumac, Manitoba maple and willow species.  A small reed canary grass marsh wetland is 
located adjacent to the river.  
 
 


 


*Forest C alignment length listed here may be underestimated as method of traversing the steep grades has not been determined (e.g. 


switchbacks, longer length with gradual grades). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


  


Forest Trail A Forest Trail C 


Common to Both 


1 1 


2 


2 


3 3 
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AREA 2  
 


 


 


 


 River Walk Corridor Tail Hillside 
 Full Trail: ~2.7km, 5 bridges, 1 rail line 


crossing 
Difference (pink): ~1.8 km, 2 bridges 


 


Full Trail: ~2.1km, 6 bridges, 1 rail line 
crossing 


Difference (blue): ~1.2 km, 3 bridges 


Full Trail: ~2.1km, 4 bridges, 2 rail line 
crossings 


Difference (orange): ~1.0 km, 1 bridge, 1 
rail line crossing 


1 Both River Walk and Corridor Trail begin north of Eglinton, and would require a 
bridge over the East Don River to cross from the east side to the west.  The 
grade change at this river crossing is large and may require ramping of the 
bridge. Limited space is available for the trail under the Eglinton bridge due to the 
bridge abutments, a raised structure may be necessary.  South of Eglinton the 
trails continue along the west side of the river, partially on a privately owned golf 
course 
 


 


Hillside crosses the railway from west to 
east, most likely via a bridge and 
continues south under Eglinton via a 
raised structure.  
 
South of Eglinton, the trail travels through 
a relatively undisturbed forested area, 
generally parallel to the rail line. The 
alignment follows the edge of the low-lying 
seasonally wet area before turning 
towards the rail line. 


2 The River Walk continues on west side of 
the river, traveling through a privately 
owned golf course utilizing the existing cart 
path adjacent to the river.  Acquisition of the 
golf course would be necessary. The area is 
generally flat and consists predominantly of 
short manicured grass, riparian vegetation 
is minimal. Some river bank sections are 
actively eroding. The trail crosses the river 
once at an existing bridge that would require 
upgrading.  
 
 


The Corridor Trail crosses to the east side 
of the river and continues south adjacent 
to the railway embankment and parallel to 
the golf course. The trail travels through a 
portion of a privately owned golf course 
and acquisition of this portion or an 
easement would be necessary, 
operations of the golf course would 
continue. The area is generally flat with 
short manicured grass. As the trail is 
located in close proximity to the golf 
course and rail line, fencing or netting 
may be required. Some re-working of the 
golf course playing area may also be 
required to accommodate the trail. 


Hillside approaches a pinch point between 
the rail line and a steep forested hill where 
slope stabilization work has recently 
occurred.  South of the hill the trail crosses 
a minor tributary of the East Don River.  
The trial than reaches a second pinch 
point where again the trail is confined 
between a steep forested hill and the rail 
line. Portions of this area are privately 
owned by the rail line and an easement or 
license agreement may be necessary.    


 


3 River Walk travels through the hydro 
corridor along the east side of the river 
within an area leased by the golf course, a 
license agreement with Hydro One would be 
necessary.  River Walk joins the Gatineau 
connection (see 3 and 4) south of the hydro 
corridor. 


Corridor Trail travels through the hydro 
corridor within an area leased by the golf 
course, a license agreement with Hydro 
One would be necessary.  The trail joins 
the Gatineau connection (see 3 and 4) 
immediately west of the rail line crossing 
(see 4). 


Hillside travels through a forested area 
characterized by variable topography and 
the presence of an intermittently flowing 
stream with eroding banks. The trail joins 
the Gatineau connection through a 
meadow east of the rail line.  


3 The Gatineau connection is made through the hydro corridor utilizing an existing access route (unpaved) to connect with Bermondsey Rd.  
The east half of the area is generally flat and the vegetation directly underneath the transmission lines is regularly maintained (grass cut, 
trees and shrubs trimmed). In the west half, access is mostly downhill, with a few steep slopes. This portion is well-vegetated with what 
are mostly successional communities. Mature trees are present, too.  The trail passes adjacent four (4) hydro towers and a generating 
station.  In addition, a Toronto works property is situation just north of the hydro corridor and trail.  
 
The trail crosses the rail line just south of the hydro corridor; the crossing would either be an at-grade crossing or a bridge crossing. Once 
at the rail line, the trail crosses over via an at-grade crossing (proposed). The area here is generally flat and the trail is located along the 
edge of a forest patch adjacent to the manicured golf course.  


5 South of the golf course, the trail crosses the river and travels through a forested area along the west side of the East Don River (roughly 
60m west of the river bank). The vegetation here includes Manitoba Maple Lowland Forest, Sugar Maple-Hemlock mixed forest, White 
pine plantation and Native Cultural Savannah. The trail crosses the river twice and the rail line once to connect with the southern-most 
portion of the trail in Area 3.  


1 1 1 


3 


3 


3 


2 


2 


2 


5 
5 


5 


4 4 


4 


        River Walk  Shared Use  Rail East  Common to All 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments 


AREA 1 


FUNCTIONAL VALUE 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Meets project high level goal #1: Trail is located within 
the valley lands 


Located within natural areas and/ or zoned parks  Located within valley lands and natural areas Located within natural areas 


Meets project high level goal #2: Trail supports multi 
users  


Accessibility, access grades, topography Supports multi user, some grades vary Very steep areas limit access and use by all users  


Meets access requirements for infrastructure 
maintenance vehicles and for police and emergency 
medical services vehicles 


Access grades, topography, access proximity to infrastructure, turn radius  
Improves access to some infrastructures and 
emergency vehicles 


Does not improve access to infrastructure and 
steep areas may limit access by emergency 
vehicle 


Promotes future opportunities to create local community 
connections  


Potential for trail to create or preclude future desired or identified community 
access points and trails.  


Allows for easy future connections to Victoria 
Village community 


Eliminate easy future connections to Victoria 
Village community 


Meets objectives for additional planning initiatives (not 
related to EA objectives) 


Potential to meet or eliminate objectives for additional initiative related to the 
study area 


Does not meet nor preclude Does not meet nor preclude 


Functional value as a travel route 
Continuity, disruptions, frequency of stops, grades, length of trail, connections 
to multi-modal transportation 


Longer length but less grade differences 
Shorter  length but greater steepness would limit 
use as a travel route 


  High Low 


NATURAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Potential impact to terrestrial vegetation and communities 
Quality and quantity of vegetation removed, with consideration of L rankings and 
invasive  


Large amount of informal trails, runs through 
variety of terrestrial habitat, invasive species, 
longer trail length 


Shorter length but through undistributed forest 
area with no to few informal trails, few invasive 


Potential impact to wildlife habitat and connectivity    
Location of trail through valley lands, forest, wetlands, and undisturbed areas, 
length of trail, and barriers (fence) 


Travels through well used areas, at times 
adjacent wetlands (but not through)  


Greater impact to wildlife use and habitat as 
undisturbed area with little informal use, greater 
impact to forest interior species 


Potential impact to aquatic habitat 
Quantity of riparian vegetation removed, number of additional bridges, distance of 
trail to river. 


High impact to aquatic habitat as a greater 
number of bridges and located closer to river 


Bank is currently stable but unstable upstream, 
potential to impact bank with large bridge 


Potential impacts on surface drainage and groundwater  
Potential impact on natural surface drainage paths together with potential 
alterations to groundwater regime    


Longer length and closer to river, more area 
paved to intercept drainage 


Out of the floodplain but will still intercept drainage 


Potential impacts to East Don River processes   
Potential impact on channel erosion, flood levels, channel hydraulics, water 
quality.  


Additional bridge crossings, trail closer to river 
One large bridge crossing, the height and 
steepness may make it more susceptible to 
erosion 


Potential to provide additional benefits to the natural and 
physical environment 


Facilitates required erosion control works, increase natural cover, protection 
and/or restoration of valley system 


Trail will assist in the management of informal 
trails 


Does not provide additional benefits to natural and 
physical environment 


  Low Low 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments - AREA 1 


SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Impact to public safety objectives 
Proximity to river, rail lines, road ways, and hydro towers, sight lines and amount 
of turns 


Safety concerns include closer to river, 
additional bridges and crossing of rail line 


Safety concerns include height and length of 
bridge, erosion areas, and closer to rail line 


Disruption to local study area business and infrastructure 
operations and maintenance  


Acquisition, easement or license agreements, potential to impede current 
operations and use 


No disruption to business  No disruption to business 


Aesthetics Sight barriers, varying natural surroundings and vistas/views Varying natural surroundings 
Fewer varying landscapes and does not provide 
access to river 


User Experience 
Use by those with limited mobility, fitness users, hikers, nature enjoyment, and 
multi modal transportation 


Provides the best variety of user experiences Less variety of user experiences 


Noise Level Proximity to works yards, rail line, road, industrial/commercial areas No noise disruption concerns 
Noise level concerns associated with proximity to 
rail line 


Potential to impact known or potential archaeological sites, 
built heritage sites, and cultural heritage landscapes 


Potential sites, known sites, trail utilizes already disturbed areas. Potential Potential  


  High Medium 


COST 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Capital Cost, Excluding Property Acquisition 
Number of bridge structures, addition or movement of infrastructure, tunnels 
under the railway, channel restoration and slope stabilization, existing paved 
routes, and total length of trail through valley. 


Higher capital cost due to tunnel under rail line 
and additional bridges 


Lower capital cost, large bridge will be a major 
cost 


Operational and Maintenance Cost 
Future risks due to flooding erosion and potential groundwater issues, the 
number of bridge or tunnel structures, additional built infrastructure, and trail 
length 


Higher operational cost as longer length, 
additional bridges, and located within floodplain 


Lower operation and maintenance cost as located 
outside of the floodplain 


Land Acquisition Cost/Additional non construction related 
costs 


Potential additional costs to acquire land, easement agreements, cost to mitigate 
impacts outside of the trail 


none none 


  Low High 


TECHNICAL 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Technical Feasibility 


Private property disruptions, physical constraints  such as traversing steep 
gradients, ability to open cut rail crossings, use of at-grade rail crossings, 
proximity to hydro one infrastructure & practicality of slope or erosion stabilization 
measures 


Fewer technical challenges 
Technical challenges with steep grades and trying 
to meet trail standards 


Ease of Implementation 
Approvals, both community and landowner acceptance, length of time to 
implement, required closure of rail lines at tunnel locations 


Median ease of implementation Median ease of implementation  


  Medium Low 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments - AREA 2 


FUNCTIONAL VALUE 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Meets project high level goal #1: Trail is 
located within the valley lands 


Located within natural areas and/ or zoned parks   Located in valley lands Located in valley lands Located in Valley lands 


Meets project high level goal #2: Trail 
supports multi users  


Accessibility, access grades, topography 
Flat and even terrain supports multi 
user 


Flat and even terrain supports multi 
user 


Some very Steep areas limit access 
and use by all users 


Meets access requirements for 
infrastructure maintenance vehicles and for 
police and emergency medical services 
vehicles 


Access grades, topography, access proximity to infrastructure, turn 
radius  


Improves access to infrastructure, and 
emergency vehicles 


Does not improve access to 
infrastructure 


Does not improve access to 
infrastructure, steep areas may limit 
access to emergency vehicles 


Promotes future opportunities to create local 
community connections  


Potential for trail to create or preclude future desired or identified 
community access points and trails.  


Allows for easy future connections to 
Flemington community 


Does not improve additional 
community connections  


Allows for easy future connections to 
Eglinton 


Meets objectives for additional planning 
initiatives (not related to EA objectives) 


Potential to meet or eliminate objectives for additional initiative related 
to the study area 


Meets additional objectives, Don 
Watershed Plan, increase in parklands 


Done not meet nor preclude Does not meet nor preclude 


Functional value as a travel route 
Continuity, disruptions, frequency of stops, grades, length of trail, 
connections to multi-modal transportation 


Good travel route; flat and even, few 
obstacles, some bridges 


Best travel route; quickest travel route, 
no disruptions 


Steep areas could provide challenge 
as a travel route 


  Highest High High 


NATURAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Potential impact to terrestrial vegetation and 
communities 


Quality and quantity of vegetation removed, with consideration of L 
rankings and invasive  


Little removal of vegetation, current 
mono culture habitat 


Little removal of vegetation, riparian 
vegetation removal necessary for 
bridge placement 


Largest amount of vegetation 
removed, through some relatively 
undisturbed areas 


Potential impact to wildlife habitat and 
connectivity    


Location of trail through valley lands, forest, wetlands, and undisturbed 
areas, length of trail, and barriers (fence) 


Least negative impact on wildlife 
habitat 


Fence could be a barrier to wildlife 
movement 


Greatest impact to wildlife habitat, 
travels through track of undisturbed 
forest and wetland area 


Potential impact to aquatic habitat 
Quantity of riparian vegetation removed, number of additional bridges, 
distance of trail to river. 


Greater number of bridges, located 
closer to river 


Large bridge and travel along riparian 
area 


Away from main branch of the East 
Don River 


Potential impacts on surface drainage and 
groundwater  


Potential impact on natural surface drainage paths together with potential 
alterations to groundwater regime    


Longer length and closer to the river 
Shorter length, away from major 
drainage paths 


Area full of seepage, trail would 
intercept much drainage as at toe of 
slopes 


Potential impacts to East Don River processes   
Potential impact on channel erosion, flood levels, channel hydraulics, 
water quality.  


Trail closer to river, greater number of 
bridges 


Large bridge would need to remediate 
erosion 


Away from main branch of the East 
Don River  


Potential to provide additional benefits to the 
natural and physical environment 


Facilitates required erosion control works, increase natural cover, 
protection and/or restoration of valley system 


Some naturalization of floodplain and 
increase in natural cover 


Potential to fix erosion Potential to fix tributary erosion 


  Medium Medium Medium 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments - AREA 2 


SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Impact to public safety objectives 
Proximity to river, rail lines, road ways, and hydro towers, sight lines and 
amount of turns 


Safety concerns with proximity to river 
and number of bridges  


Greatest safety concerns, adjacent 
golf course and rail line 


Safety concerns with steep areas and 
proximity to rail line 


Disruption to local study area business and 
infrastructure operations and maintenance  


Acquisition, easement or license agreements, potential to impede current 
operations and use 


Greatest disruption to local business 
operation (cease of operations) 


Large amount of disruption to 
business operation 


no disruption 


Aesthetics Sight barriers, varying natural surroundings and vistas/views 
Aesthetically pleasing, adjacent to 
river 


Least aesthetically pleasing, less 
access to natural areas 


Aesthetically pleasing, varying 
landscapes 


User Experience 
Use by those with limited mobility, fitness users, hikers, nature enjoyment, 
and multi modal transportation 


Appealing from an all user experience  
Least appealing from an all user 
experience perspective 


Appealing from an all user experience 


Noise Level Proximity to works yards, rail line, road, industrial/commercial areas Lowest amount of noise disruptions Highest amount of noise disruptions Low amount of noise disruptions 


Potential to impact known or potential 
archaeological sites, built heritage sites, and 
cultural heritage landscapes 


Potential sites, known sites, trail utilizes already disturbed areas. Potential Potential Potential 


  High Low High 


COST 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Capital Cost, Excluding Property Acquisition 
Number of bridge structures, addition or movement of infrastructure, 
tunnels under the railway, channel restoration and slope stabilization, 
existing paved routes, and total length of trail through valley. 


Lowest construction capital cost Low construction capital cost Highest construction/capital cost 


Operational and Maintenance Cost 
Future risks due to flooding erosion and potential groundwater issues, the 
number of bridge or tunnel structures, additional built infrastructure, and 
trail length 


High maintenance cost due to bridges 
and location in floodplain 


Highest maintenance cost due to 
fencing and bridge 


Lowest operational and maintenance 
cost 


Land Acquisition Cost/Additional non 
construction related costs 


Potential additional costs to acquire land, easement agreements, cost to 
mitigate impacts outside of the trail 


Highest additional costs (acquisition) 
High amount of additional cost (shared 
use, mitigation of golf course) 


Some potential additional costs 
(easement of Metrolinx land) 


  Low Low Medium 


TECHNICAL 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Technical Feasibility 


Private property disruptions, physical constraints  such as traversing steep 
gradients, ability to open cut rail crossings, use of at-grade rail crossings, 
proximity to hydro one infrastructure & practicality of slope or erosion 
stabilization measures 


Least technically challenging Some technical challenges Most technically challenging 


Ease of Implementation 
Approvals, both community and landowner acceptance, length of time to 
implement, required closure of rail lines at tunnel locations 


Difficulties with implementation due to 
property acquisition 


Most difficult to implement due to 
shared use and reconfiguration of golf 
course 


Easiest to implement 


  Medium Lowest Low 
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East Don Trail Environmental Assessment 
Revised Alternative Trail Alignments 


 


Purpose 


To inform Flemindgon Park Golf Course on status of the East Don Trial Environmental Assessment (EA), 
and seek feedback on Alternative Trail Alignments located adjacent to the Golf Course property. 


Background 


The most recently undertaken step in the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment (EA) process included 


the evaluation of the Alternative Trail Alignments (Phase 2 of the EA process). This evaluation was 


presented to the public and stakeholders for their feedback at Public Information Center (PIC) #2 held on 


September 12, 2013. 


Since this meeting, feedback has been collected and analyzed by the project team (with assistance from the 


technical steering committee). The results of this analysis showed two major trends within Area 2 (study 


area portion that encompasses Flemingdon Park Golf Course), which have influenced the next steps of the 


project:  


Trend #1 - respondents were interested in having the project team revisit the alternative trail alignments 


presented in Area 2 in order to further investigate two trail alignments – one which would involve shared use 


between the trail and existing operations of Flemingdon Park Golf Course, and a second that would  be 


positioned on the east side of the rail line. The project team looked into these requests and, as a result, is 


bringing forward two trail alignments: Corridor Trail and Hillside. 


Trend #2 – respondents were generally in support of the preliminary evaluation of the alternative trail 


alignments presented at PIC#2. This resulted in the selection of a preliminary preferred trail alignment for 


each of the Areas:  


 Area 1 – Forest Trail A 


 Area 2 – River Walk 


 Area 3 – Access Route B 


 


Next Steps 


In an effort to ensure meaningful engagement, the project team has added an additional step to Phase 2 of 


the EA process, including the development of revised alignments for Area 2 in response to the comments 


received from the public to date.  


These alignments will be evaluated against the preliminary preferred trail alignments that were selected 


through the public engagement process.  For Area 2 River Walk, the preliminary preferred alternative will be 


evaluated against Corridor Trail and Hillside trail alignments. 


As a key stakeholder for the East Don Trail EA we are seeking Flemingdon Park Golf Course’s input on the 
revised alignments as they relate to and impact your golf course operations.  In the next few pages you will 
find summary information regarding Area 2 alignment descriptions, evaluation and potential impacts.  In 
addition we have included the detailed account of this information that was presented to our Community 
Liaison Committee (CLC) for your records.   
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This document includes the following information applicable to the trail alignments that have the potential 


to impact Flemingdon Park Golf Course operations: 


1. Summary of alternative trail alignments descriptions 
2. Summary of alternative trail alignments evaluation 
3. Potential impacts of alternative trail alignments on Flemingdon Park Golf Course operations 


 


Map of All Alternative Trail Alignments highlighting area that may have impacts to 


Flemingdon Park Golf Course 


 


Area 1 


Area 2 


Area 3 
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1. Summary of Alternative Trail Alignments Descriptions   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


River Walk Corridor Trail Hillside 
 In the north the trail travels 


under Eglinton Ave and along 
the west side of the river, 
within a forested riparian area 
that is not currently in use. 
Once on land that is currently 
the golf course play area, the 
trail continues along the west 
side of the river, partially 
following an existing cart path. 
Slightly north of the hydro 
corridor, the trail crosses to the 
east side of the river, travels 
through the hydro corridor and 
joins with another trail 
segment.  


 As the majority of the trail 
travels through (as opposed to 
along the side of) the golf 
course.  Golf course 
operations would need to 
cease for this alignment to be 
considered.  


 In the north the trail travels under 
Eglinton Ave and along the west 
side of the river, within a forested 
riparian area that is not currently 
in use.  The trail then travels 
along the east edge of the golf 
course crosses the river and 
continues to travel along the 
edge of the play area and rail 
line property crossing a small 
tributary.  The trail then travels 
within the area owned by Hydro 
One, where it joins with another 
trail segment.   


 Majority of the trail would need to 
be fenced. Netting the top may 
be necessary, too. 


 The trail travels on a portion of 
the golf course property at 
approximately 7m* wide and 
750m* long; acquisition, a 
license agreement, or an 
easement would be necessary 
for this portion.  


*lengths are approximate and would 
need to be field verified 


 


 In the north, the trail crosses 
the rail line from west to east 
and travels under Eglinton 
Ave along the east side of the 
river. It continues southbound 
along the edge of the 
seasonally wet low-lying area 
before turning back towards 
the rail line and traveling 
between the railway and a 
steep hill, also passing a small 
East Don River tributary. Once 
past the tributary, another 
“pinch point” is encountered, 
where the trail lies between a 
steep slope and the railway. 
Past the pinch point, the trail 
travels southbound and 
slightly eastward to join 
another trail segment.  


 Hillside lies on the east side of 
the rail line and is not likely to 
impact golf course operations.     
 


             Stream Crossing                                  Railway Crossing 
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2. Summary of Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


River Walk Corridor Trail Hillside 
 Highest functional value as 


supports multi-users, provides 
access to infrastructure and 
allows for easy future 
community connections 


 Low negative impacts on 
terrestrial environment, some 
negative impacts to aquatic 
environments 


 Rated high from a social and 
cultural perspective as fewer 
safety concerns, aesthetically 
pleasing and provides high 
overall user experience, 
however does cause the 
biggest impact to business 


 Low construction cost, high 
maintenance and additional 
costs 


 High functional value as supports 
multi-users and would be a great 
travel route 


 Lowest impact on terrestrial and 
aquatic environments 


 Fencing may be a concern for 
wildlife movement 


 Rated low from social and cultural 
perspective as not as 
aesthetically pleasing, many 
safety concerns, and would 
create a disruption to business 
operations 


 Low construction cost, with high 
maintenance and additional costs 


 Lowest functional value as 
limits multi-user as well as 
infrastructure maintenance 
and emergency vehicle 
access 


 Highest impact on terrestrial 
environment, while lowest 
impact on aquatic 
environment 


 Rated high from social and 
cultural perspective as 
aesthetically pleasing, 
provides high overall user 
experience, and no long-term 
impact on business (golf 
course) operations likely 


 High construction cost, low 
maintenance and additional 
costs 
 


             Stream Crossing                                  Railway Crossing 
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3. Potential Impacts of Alternative Trail Alignments on Flemingdon Park Golf Course 


Operations  


 


Please note the following outlines our perceived potential impacts to operation of the 


Flemingdon Park Golf Course as a result of the implementation of each of the Trail Alignment 


options that have been identified to date.  We are seeking your input to ensure all impacts 


are captured. Impacts and mitigation measures will be further refined and detailed for the 


preferred trail alignment option at a later stage in the project.  Therefore not all impacts may 


have been outlined; in addition mitigation measures may prevent some of the identified 


potential impacts.  For additional information please refer to detailed maps.  


      River Walk     Corridor Trail Hillside          
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 Golf course operations 
cease 


 


Construction-related impacts: 


 Nuisance noise, dust (if 
construction overlaps with the 
golfing season) 


 Temporary closure of holes or 
access restrictions to play 
areas closest to construction 
areas (east side of the 
course) as well as areas 
serving as/adjacent to 
construction access route, 
should the construction 
activities overlap with play 
season 


 Some vegetation/turf 
removal/damage adjacent to 
the impacted play areas (see 
map below) 


 


 Minor construction-related 
impacts such as noise, if 
construction overlaps with 
the golfing season 
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 Decrease in dimensions of 
the holes bordering the rail 
line property (for example, 
narrowing and/or shortening 
of the par 5 hole on the east 
side of the course)  


(see map of impacted play 
areas below) 


 Fencing and/or netting along 
the east side of the course, 
between the course and the 
trail, as well as play areas in 
the south end of the course 
(south of the hydro corridor), 
to mitigate safety concerns 


 User conflicts possible, but 
unlikely if the trail is fenced 


 


 Fencing and/or netting of 
the trail portion adjacent 
to the play areas in the 
south end of the course 
(south of the hydro 
corridor), to mitigate 
possible safety concerns 


 User conflicts possible, 
but unlikely if the trail is 
fenced 
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Corridor Trail Alignment Map outlining Potential Impacts 
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Hillside Alignment Map outlining Potential Impacts 
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Description of Alternatives – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments 


AREA 1  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Forest Trail A Forest Trail C 


 Full Trail: ~1.4 km, 5 bridges, 2 rail line crossings 
Difference (purple): ~0.7 km, 3 bridges, 2 rail line crossings 


 


Full Trail: ~ 1.05 km*, 3 bridges 
Difference (yellow): ~ 0.35* km, 1 bridge 


1 The north portion of Forest Trail A and C begin south of Lawrence and are located at the northern end of the proposed East Don Trail. 
The trails begin where the existing East Don Trail ends, cross the river once where they travel adjacent to the river through a forested area 
and the Wigmore Park Ravine potential ESA. The trails travel along the north/east bank of the river where the area is generally flat with 
some gentle grades. The opposite bank of the river contains steep grades and sections of the river banks are actively eroding sand plain 
slopes. The forest area is mainly comprised of L4 and L5 communities and includes both native and invasive species. Tree species 
include: paper birch, hawthorn, sugar maples, hemlock, white pine, and Manitoba maple 
 


2 At the rail line, Forest Trail A crosses under and continues adjacent 
river bank.  Past the rail line, Forest Trail A crosses the river twice 
and travels through a successional area adjacent to the east side of 
the East Don River.  The successional area is mainly comprised of 
invasive species communities, including an exotic successional 
woodland and Manitoba maple lowland deciduous forest. Swamp 
and marsh wetland communities are located just east of the trail, 
where a small tributary flows into the river. On the west side of the 
river there is a valley wall erosion scar. The trail crosses the river 
south of the scar, where the area on both sides of the river is 
generally flat. Vegetation communities here contain an L3 
community with white cedars and paper birch as well as a Manitoba 
maple community.  Forest Trail A allows for future connections to 
the Victoria Village and Wynford Concorde communities.   
 
On the west side of the East Don River, the trail travels through 
a successional vegetation community comprised mainly of 
invasive species including scotch pine and Manitoba maples, 
and a native cultural savannah.  A second rail line crossing is 
required, which is proposed to be a tunnel. 
 


Forest Trail C crosses the river from the north/east bank located in 
the valley to the south/west bank located on the top lands.  A large 
bridge and potential ramps would be required due to the large 
elevation change between banks.   
 
The trail travels west of the rail line through a relatively undisturbed 
well forested area with few invasive species.  The terrestrial 
vegetation is comprised of mainly L4 communities such as fresh-
moist Ash and white pine and sugar maple mixed forest. The area 
has very few informal trails.  The grades vary with steep stable 
vegetated banks approaching the river.  Tree species present 
include poplars, white cedar, white pine, sugar maple and sumac. 
The trail travels down towards the river and may require either 
switch backs or additional length and will likely be very steep.  
  


3 Both Forest Trail A and C cross the river and travel on the east side of the river, mainly through a cultural meadow.  Marginal areas 
are forested and the tree species include sumac, Manitoba maple and willow species.  A small reed canary grass marsh wetland is 
located adjacent to the river.  
 
 


 


*Forest C alignment length listed here may be underestimated as method of traversing the steep grades has not been determined (e.g. 


switchbacks, longer length with gradual grades). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


  


Forest Trail A Forest Trail C 


Common to Both 


1 1 


2 


2 


3 3 
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AREA 2  
 


 


 


 


 River Walk Corridor Tail Hillside 
 Full Trail: ~2.7km, 5 bridges, 1 rail line 


crossing 
Difference (pink): ~1.8 km, 2 bridges 


 


Full Trail: ~2.1km, 6 bridges, 1 rail line 
crossing 


Difference (blue): ~1.2 km, 3 bridges 


Full Trail: ~2.1km, 4 bridges, 2 rail line 
crossings 


Difference (orange): ~1.0 km, 1 bridge, 1 
rail line crossing 


1 Both River Walk and Corridor Trail begin north of Eglinton, and would require a 
bridge over the East Don River to cross from the east side to the west.  The 
grade change at this river crossing is large and may require ramping of the 
bridge. Limited space is available for the trail under the Eglinton bridge due to the 
bridge abutments, a raised structure may be necessary.  South of Eglinton the 
trails continue along the west side of the river, partially on a privately owned golf 
course 
 


 


Hillside crosses the railway from west to 
east, most likely via a bridge and 
continues south under Eglinton via a 
raised structure.  
 
South of Eglinton, the trail travels through 
a relatively undisturbed forested area, 
generally parallel to the rail line. The 
alignment follows the edge of the low-lying 
seasonally wet area before turning 
towards the rail line. 


2 The River Walk continues on west side of 
the river, traveling through a privately 
owned golf course utilizing the existing cart 
path adjacent to the river.  Acquisition of the 
golf course would be necessary. The area is 
generally flat and consists predominantly of 
short manicured grass, riparian vegetation 
is minimal. Some river bank sections are 
actively eroding. The trail crosses the river 
once at an existing bridge that would require 
upgrading.  
 
 


The Corridor Trail crosses to the east side 
of the river and continues south adjacent 
to the railway embankment and parallel to 
the golf course. The trail travels through a 
portion of a privately owned golf course 
and acquisition of this portion or an 
easement would be necessary, 
operations of the golf course would 
continue. The area is generally flat with 
short manicured grass. As the trail is 
located in close proximity to the golf 
course and rail line, fencing or netting 
may be required. Some re-working of the 
golf course playing area may also be 
required to accommodate the trail. 


Hillside approaches a pinch point between 
the rail line and a steep forested hill where 
slope stabilization work has recently 
occurred.  South of the hill the trail crosses 
a minor tributary of the East Don River.  
The trial than reaches a second pinch 
point where again the trail is confined 
between a steep forested hill and the rail 
line. Portions of this area are privately 
owned by the rail line and an easement or 
license agreement may be necessary.    


 


3 River Walk travels through the hydro 
corridor along the east side of the river 
within an area leased by the golf course, a 
license agreement with Hydro One would be 
necessary.  River Walk joins the Gatineau 
connection (see 3 and 4) south of the hydro 
corridor. 


Corridor Trail travels through the hydro 
corridor within an area leased by the golf 
course, a license agreement with Hydro 
One would be necessary.  The trail joins 
the Gatineau connection (see 3 and 4) 
immediately west of the rail line crossing 
(see 4). 


Hillside travels through a forested area 
characterized by variable topography and 
the presence of an intermittently flowing 
stream with eroding banks. The trail joins 
the Gatineau connection through a 
meadow east of the rail line.  


3 The Gatineau connection is made through the hydro corridor utilizing an existing access route (unpaved) to connect with Bermondsey Rd.  
The east half of the area is generally flat and the vegetation directly underneath the transmission lines is regularly maintained (grass cut, 
trees and shrubs trimmed). In the west half, access is mostly downhill, with a few steep slopes. This portion is well-vegetated with what 
are mostly successional communities. Mature trees are present, too.  The trail passes adjacent four (4) hydro towers and a generating 
station.  In addition, a Toronto works property is situation just north of the hydro corridor and trail.  
 
The trail crosses the rail line just south of the hydro corridor; the crossing would either be an at-grade crossing or a bridge crossing. Once 
at the rail line, the trail crosses over via an at-grade crossing (proposed). The area here is generally flat and the trail is located along the 
edge of a forest patch adjacent to the manicured golf course.  


5 South of the golf course, the trail crosses the river and travels through a forested area along the west side of the East Don River (roughly 
60m west of the river bank). The vegetation here includes Manitoba Maple Lowland Forest, Sugar Maple-Hemlock mixed forest, White 
pine plantation and Native Cultural Savannah. The trail crosses the river twice and the rail line once to connect with the southern-most 
portion of the trail in Area 3.  


1 1 1 
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        River Walk  Shared Use  Rail East  Common to All 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments 


AREA 1 


FUNCTIONAL VALUE 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Meets project high level goal #1: Trail is located within 
the valley lands 


Located within natural areas and/ or zoned parks  Located within valley lands and natural areas Located within natural areas 


Meets project high level goal #2: Trail supports multi 
users  


Accessibility, access grades, topography Supports multi user, some grades vary Very steep areas limit access and use by all users  


Meets access requirements for infrastructure 
maintenance vehicles and for police and emergency 
medical services vehicles 


Access grades, topography, access proximity to infrastructure, turn radius  
Improves access to some infrastructures and 
emergency vehicles 


Does not improve access to infrastructure and 
steep areas may limit access by emergency 
vehicle 


Promotes future opportunities to create local community 
connections  


Potential for trail to create or preclude future desired or identified community 
access points and trails.  


Allows for easy future connections to Victoria 
Village community 


Eliminate easy future connections to Victoria 
Village community 


Meets objectives for additional planning initiatives (not 
related to EA objectives) 


Potential to meet or eliminate objectives for additional initiative related to the 
study area 


Does not meet nor preclude Does not meet nor preclude 


Functional value as a travel route 
Continuity, disruptions, frequency of stops, grades, length of trail, connections 
to multi-modal transportation 


Longer length but less grade differences 
Shorter  length but greater steepness would limit 
use as a travel route 


  High Low 


NATURAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Potential impact to terrestrial vegetation and communities 
Quality and quantity of vegetation removed, with consideration of L rankings and 
invasive  


Large amount of informal trails, runs through 
variety of terrestrial habitat, invasive species, 
longer trail length 


Shorter length but through undistributed forest 
area with no to few informal trails, few invasive 


Potential impact to wildlife habitat and connectivity    
Location of trail through valley lands, forest, wetlands, and undisturbed areas, 
length of trail, and barriers (fence) 


Travels through well used areas, at times 
adjacent wetlands (but not through)  


Greater impact to wildlife use and habitat as 
undisturbed area with little informal use, greater 
impact to forest interior species 


Potential impact to aquatic habitat 
Quantity of riparian vegetation removed, number of additional bridges, distance of 
trail to river. 


High impact to aquatic habitat as a greater 
number of bridges and located closer to river 


Bank is currently stable but unstable upstream, 
potential to impact bank with large bridge 


Potential impacts on surface drainage and groundwater  
Potential impact on natural surface drainage paths together with potential 
alterations to groundwater regime    


Longer length and closer to river, more area 
paved to intercept drainage 


Out of the floodplain but will still intercept drainage 


Potential impacts to East Don River processes   
Potential impact on channel erosion, flood levels, channel hydraulics, water 
quality.  


Additional bridge crossings, trail closer to river 
One large bridge crossing, the height and 
steepness may make it more susceptible to 
erosion 


Potential to provide additional benefits to the natural and 
physical environment 


Facilitates required erosion control works, increase natural cover, protection 
and/or restoration of valley system 


Trail will assist in the management of informal 
trails 


Does not provide additional benefits to natural and 
physical environment 


  Low Low 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments - AREA 1 


SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Impact to public safety objectives 
Proximity to river, rail lines, road ways, and hydro towers, sight lines and amount 
of turns 


Safety concerns include closer to river, 
additional bridges and crossing of rail line 


Safety concerns include height and length of 
bridge, erosion areas, and closer to rail line 


Disruption to local study area business and infrastructure 
operations and maintenance  


Acquisition, easement or license agreements, potential to impede current 
operations and use 


No disruption to business  No disruption to business 


Aesthetics Sight barriers, varying natural surroundings and vistas/views Varying natural surroundings 
Fewer varying landscapes and does not provide 
access to river 


User Experience 
Use by those with limited mobility, fitness users, hikers, nature enjoyment, and 
multi modal transportation 


Provides the best variety of user experiences Less variety of user experiences 


Noise Level Proximity to works yards, rail line, road, industrial/commercial areas No noise disruption concerns 
Noise level concerns associated with proximity to 
rail line 


Potential to impact known or potential archaeological sites, 
built heritage sites, and cultural heritage landscapes 


Potential sites, known sites, trail utilizes already disturbed areas. Potential Potential  


  High Medium 


COST 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Capital Cost, Excluding Property Acquisition 
Number of bridge structures, addition or movement of infrastructure, tunnels 
under the railway, channel restoration and slope stabilization, existing paved 
routes, and total length of trail through valley. 


Higher capital cost due to tunnel under rail line 
and additional bridges 


Lower capital cost, large bridge will be a major 
cost 


Operational and Maintenance Cost 
Future risks due to flooding erosion and potential groundwater issues, the 
number of bridge or tunnel structures, additional built infrastructure, and trail 
length 


Higher operational cost as longer length, 
additional bridges, and located within floodplain 


Lower operation and maintenance cost as located 
outside of the floodplain 


Land Acquisition Cost/Additional non construction related 
costs 


Potential additional costs to acquire land, easement agreements, cost to mitigate 
impacts outside of the trail 


none none 


  Low High 


TECHNICAL 


Criteria Indicators FOREST TRAIL A FOREST TRAIL C 


Technical Feasibility 


Private property disruptions, physical constraints  such as traversing steep 
gradients, ability to open cut rail crossings, use of at-grade rail crossings, 
proximity to hydro one infrastructure & practicality of slope or erosion stabilization 
measures 


Fewer technical challenges 
Technical challenges with steep grades and trying 
to meet trail standards 


Ease of Implementation 
Approvals, both community and landowner acceptance, length of time to 
implement, required closure of rail lines at tunnel locations 


Median ease of implementation Median ease of implementation  


  Medium Low 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments - AREA 2 


FUNCTIONAL VALUE 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Meets project high level goal #1: Trail is 
located within the valley lands 


Located within natural areas and/ or zoned parks   Located in valley lands Located in valley lands Located in Valley lands 


Meets project high level goal #2: Trail 
supports multi users  


Accessibility, access grades, topography 
Flat and even terrain supports multi 
user 


Flat and even terrain supports multi 
user 


Some very Steep areas limit access 
and use by all users 


Meets access requirements for 
infrastructure maintenance vehicles and for 
police and emergency medical services 
vehicles 


Access grades, topography, access proximity to infrastructure, turn 
radius  


Improves access to infrastructure, and 
emergency vehicles 


Does not improve access to 
infrastructure 


Does not improve access to 
infrastructure, steep areas may limit 
access to emergency vehicles 


Promotes future opportunities to create local 
community connections  


Potential for trail to create or preclude future desired or identified 
community access points and trails.  


Allows for easy future connections to 
Flemington community 


Does not improve additional 
community connections  


Allows for easy future connections to 
Eglinton 


Meets objectives for additional planning 
initiatives (not related to EA objectives) 


Potential to meet or eliminate objectives for additional initiative related 
to the study area 


Meets additional objectives, Don 
Watershed Plan, increase in parklands 


Done not meet nor preclude Does not meet nor preclude 


Functional value as a travel route 
Continuity, disruptions, frequency of stops, grades, length of trail, 
connections to multi-modal transportation 


Good travel route; flat and even, few 
obstacles, some bridges 


Best travel route; quickest travel route, 
no disruptions 


Steep areas could provide challenge 
as a travel route 


  Highest High High 


NATURAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Potential impact to terrestrial vegetation and 
communities 


Quality and quantity of vegetation removed, with consideration of L 
rankings and invasive  


Little removal of vegetation, current 
mono culture habitat 


Little removal of vegetation, riparian 
vegetation removal necessary for 
bridge placement 


Largest amount of vegetation 
removed, through some relatively 
undisturbed areas 


Potential impact to wildlife habitat and 
connectivity    


Location of trail through valley lands, forest, wetlands, and undisturbed 
areas, length of trail, and barriers (fence) 


Least negative impact on wildlife 
habitat 


Fence could be a barrier to wildlife 
movement 


Greatest impact to wildlife habitat, 
travels through track of undisturbed 
forest and wetland area 


Potential impact to aquatic habitat 
Quantity of riparian vegetation removed, number of additional bridges, 
distance of trail to river. 


Greater number of bridges, located 
closer to river 


Large bridge and travel along riparian 
area 


Away from main branch of the East 
Don River 


Potential impacts on surface drainage and 
groundwater  


Potential impact on natural surface drainage paths together with potential 
alterations to groundwater regime    


Longer length and closer to the river 
Shorter length, away from major 
drainage paths 


Area full of seepage, trail would 
intercept much drainage as at toe of 
slopes 


Potential impacts to East Don River processes   
Potential impact on channel erosion, flood levels, channel hydraulics, 
water quality.  


Trail closer to river, greater number of 
bridges 


Large bridge would need to remediate 
erosion 


Away from main branch of the East 
Don River  


Potential to provide additional benefits to the 
natural and physical environment 


Facilitates required erosion control works, increase natural cover, 
protection and/or restoration of valley system 


Some naturalization of floodplain and 
increase in natural cover 


Potential to fix erosion Potential to fix tributary erosion 


  Medium Medium Medium 
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Preliminary Evaluation – REVISED Alternative Trail Alignments - AREA 2 


SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Impact to public safety objectives 
Proximity to river, rail lines, road ways, and hydro towers, sight lines and 
amount of turns 


Safety concerns with proximity to river 
and number of bridges  


Greatest safety concerns, adjacent 
golf course and rail line 


Safety concerns with steep areas and 
proximity to rail line 


Disruption to local study area business and 
infrastructure operations and maintenance  


Acquisition, easement or license agreements, potential to impede current 
operations and use 


Greatest disruption to local business 
operation (cease of operations) 


Large amount of disruption to 
business operation 


no disruption 


Aesthetics Sight barriers, varying natural surroundings and vistas/views 
Aesthetically pleasing, adjacent to 
river 


Least aesthetically pleasing, less 
access to natural areas 


Aesthetically pleasing, varying 
landscapes 


User Experience 
Use by those with limited mobility, fitness users, hikers, nature enjoyment, 
and multi modal transportation 


Appealing from an all user experience  
Least appealing from an all user 
experience perspective 


Appealing from an all user experience 


Noise Level Proximity to works yards, rail line, road, industrial/commercial areas Lowest amount of noise disruptions Highest amount of noise disruptions Low amount of noise disruptions 


Potential to impact known or potential 
archaeological sites, built heritage sites, and 
cultural heritage landscapes 


Potential sites, known sites, trail utilizes already disturbed areas. Potential Potential Potential 


  High Low High 


COST 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Capital Cost, Excluding Property Acquisition 
Number of bridge structures, addition or movement of infrastructure, 
tunnels under the railway, channel restoration and slope stabilization, 
existing paved routes, and total length of trail through valley. 


Lowest construction capital cost Low construction capital cost Highest construction/capital cost 


Operational and Maintenance Cost 
Future risks due to flooding erosion and potential groundwater issues, the 
number of bridge or tunnel structures, additional built infrastructure, and 
trail length 


High maintenance cost due to bridges 
and location in floodplain 


Highest maintenance cost due to 
fencing and bridge 


Lowest operational and maintenance 
cost 


Land Acquisition Cost/Additional non 
construction related costs 


Potential additional costs to acquire land, easement agreements, cost to 
mitigate impacts outside of the trail 


Highest additional costs (acquisition) 
High amount of additional cost (shared 
use, mitigation of golf course) 


Some potential additional costs 
(easement of Metrolinx land) 


  Low Low Medium 


TECHNICAL 


Criteria Indicators RIVER WALK CORRIDOR TRAIL HILLSIDE 


Technical Feasibility 


Private property disruptions, physical constraints  such as traversing steep 
gradients, ability to open cut rail crossings, use of at-grade rail crossings, 
proximity to hydro one infrastructure & practicality of slope or erosion 
stabilization measures 


Least technically challenging Some technical challenges Most technically challenging 


Ease of Implementation 
Approvals, both community and landowner acceptance, length of time to 
implement, required closure of rail lines at tunnel locations 


Difficulties with implementation due to 
property acquisition 


Most difficult to implement due to 
shared use and reconfiguration of golf 
course 


Easiest to implement 


  Medium Lowest Low 
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East Don Trail Environmental Assessment
Revised Alternative Trail Alignments

Purpose

To inform Flemindgon Park Golf Course on status of the East Don Trial Environmental Assessment (EA),
and seek feedback on Alternative Trail Alignments located adjacent to the Golf Course property.

Background

The most recently undertaken step in the East Don Trail Environmental Assessment (EA) process included

the evaluation of the Alternative Trail Alignments (Phase 2 of the EA process). This evaluation was

presented to the public and stakeholders for their feedback at Public Information Center (PIC) #2 held on

September 12, 2013.

Since this meeting, feedback has been collected and analyzed by the project team (with assistance from the

technical steering committee). The results of this analysis showed two major trends within Area 2 (study

area portion that encompasses Flemingdon Park Golf Course), which have influenced the next steps of the

project:

Trend #1 - respondents were interested in having the project team revisit the alternative trail alignments 

presented in Area 2 in order to further investigate two trail alignments – one which would involve shared use 

between the trail and existing operations of Flemingdon Park Golf Course, and a second that would  be 

positioned on the east side of the rail line. The project team looked into these requests and, as a result, is

bringing forward two trail alignments: Corridor Trail and Hillside.

Trend #2 – respondents were generally in support of the preliminary evaluation of the alternative trail 

alignments presented at PIC#2. This resulted in the selection of a preliminary preferred trail alignment for

each of the Areas:

 Area 1 – Forest Trail A

 Area 2 – River Walk

 Area 3 – Access Route B

Next Steps

In an effort to ensure meaningful engagement, the project team has added an additional step to Phase 2 of

the EA process, including the development of revised alignments for Area 2 in response to the comments

received from the public to date.

These alignments will be evaluated against the preliminary preferred trail alignments that were selected

through the public engagement process.  For Area 2 River Walk, the preliminary preferred alternative will be

evaluated against Corridor Trail and Hillside trail alignments.

As a key stakeholder for the East Don Trail EA we are seeking Flemingdon Park Golf Course’s input on the
revised alignments as they relate to and impact your golf course operations.  In the next few pages you will
find summary information regarding Area 2 alignment descriptions, evaluation and potential impacts.  In
addition we have included the detailed account of this information that was presented to our Community
Liaison Committee (CLC) for your records.
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This document includes the following information applicable to the trail alignments that have the potential

to impact Flemingdon Park Golf Course operations:

1. Summary of alternative trail alignments descriptions
2. Summary of alternative trail alignments evaluation
3. Potential impacts of alternative trail alignments on Flemingdon Park Golf Course operations

Map of All Alternative Trail Alignments highlighting area that may have impacts to

Flemingdon Park Golf Course

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3
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1. Summary of Alternative Trail Alignments Descriptions

River Walk Corridor Trail Hillside
 In the north the trail travels

under Eglinton Ave and along
the west side of the river,
within a forested riparian area
that is not currently in use.
Once on land that is currently
the golf course play area, the
trail continues along the west
side of the river, partially
following an existing cart path.
Slightly north of the hydro
corridor, the trail crosses to the
east side of the river, travels
through the hydro corridor and
joins with another trail
segment.

 As the majority of the trail
travels through (as opposed to
along the side of) the golf
course.  Golf course
operations would need to
cease for this alignment to be
considered.

 In the north the trail travels under
Eglinton Ave and along the west
side of the river, within a forested
riparian area that is not currently
in use.  The trail then travels
along the east edge of the golf
course crosses the river and
continues to travel along the
edge of the play area and rail
line property crossing a small
tributary.  The trail then travels
within the area owned by Hydro
One, where it joins with another
trail segment.

 Majority of the trail would need to
be fenced. Netting the top may
be necessary, too.

 The trail travels on a portion of
the golf course property at
approximately 7m* wide and
750m* long; acquisition, a
license agreement, or an
easement would be necessary
for this portion.

*lengths are approximate and would
need to be field verified 

 In the north, the trail crosses
the rail line from west to east
and travels under Eglinton
Ave along the east side of the
river. It continues southbound
along the edge of the
seasonally wet low-lying area
before turning back towards
the rail line and traveling
between the railway and a
steep hill, also passing a small
East Don River tributary. Once
past the tributary, another
“pinch point” is encountered,
where the trail lies between a
steep slope and the railway.
Past the pinch point, the trail
travels southbound and
slightly eastward to join
another trail segment.

 Hillside lies on the east side of
the rail line and is not likely to
impact golf course operations.

    Stream Crossing   Railway Crossing 
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2. Summary of Alternative Trail Alignments Evaluation

River Walk Corridor Trail Hillside 
 Highest functional value as

supports multi-users, provides
access to infrastructure and
allows for easy future
community connections

 Low negative impacts on
terrestrial environment, some
negative impacts to aquatic
environments

 Rated high from a social and
cultural perspective as fewer
safety concerns, aesthetically
pleasing and provides high
overall user experience,
however does cause the
biggest impact to business

 Low construction cost, high
maintenance and additional
costs

 High functional value as supports
multi-users and would be a great
travel route

 Lowest impact on terrestrial and
aquatic environments

 Fencing may be a concern for
wildlife movement

 Rated low from social and cultural
perspective as not as
aesthetically pleasing, many
safety concerns, and would
create a disruption to business
operations

 Low construction cost, with high
maintenance and additional costs

 Lowest functional value as
limits multi-user as well as
infrastructure maintenance
and emergency vehicle
access

 Highest impact on terrestrial
environment, while lowest
impact on aquatic
environment

 Rated high from social and
cultural perspective as
aesthetically pleasing,
provides high overall user
experience, and no long-term
impact on business (golf
course) operations likely

 High construction cost, low
maintenance and additional
costs

    Stream Crossing   Railway Crossing 
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3. Potential Impacts of Alternative Trail Alignments on Flemingdon Park Golf Course

Operations

Please note the following outlines our perceived potential impacts to operation of the 

Flemingdon Park Golf Course as a result of the implementation of each of the Trail Alignment 

options that have been identified to date.  We are seeking your input to ensure all impacts 

are captured. Impacts and mitigation measures will be further refined and detailed for the 

preferred trail alignment option at a later stage in the project.  Therefore not all impacts may 

have been outlined; in addition mitigation measures may prevent some of the identified 

potential impacts.  For additional information please refer to detailed maps.  

 River Walk  Corridor Trail Hillside 
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 Golf course operations
cease 

Construction-related impacts: 

 Nuisance noise, dust (if
construction overlaps with the
golfing season)

 Temporary closure of holes or
access restrictions to play
areas closest to construction
areas (east side of the
course) as well as areas
serving as/adjacent to
construction access route,
should the construction
activities overlap with play
season

 Some vegetation/turf
removal/damage adjacent to
the impacted play areas (see
map below)

 Minor construction-related
impacts such as noise, if
construction overlaps with
the golfing season

L
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 Decrease in dimensions of
the holes bordering the rail
line property (for example,
narrowing and/or shortening
of the par 5 hole on the east
side of the course)

(see map of impacted play 
areas below) 

 Fencing and/or netting along
the east side of the course,
between the course and the
trail, as well as play areas in
the south end of the course
(south of the hydro corridor),
to mitigate safety concerns

 User conflicts possible, but
unlikely if the trail is fenced

 Fencing and/or netting of
the trail portion adjacent
to the play areas in the
south end of the course
(south of the hydro
corridor), to mitigate
possible safety concerns

 User conflicts possible,
but unlikely if the trail is
fenced
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Corridor Trail Alignment Map outlining Potential Impacts 
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Hillside Alignment Map outlining Potential Impacts 



GO Transit/Metrolinx (Metrolinx) 

Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

30-Jan-13 Phase 1 - Project 
Update  

Notice of Commencement, invite to public meeting #1, 
project background information. 

Informed Metrolinx of project background and status. 

20-Mar-13 Meeting Project Overview, EA process and timeline, and 
potential concerns. 

Informed Metrolinx of Project background and status, 
gain insight to rail line operations and potential 
concerns of Metrolinx. 

10-Jul-13 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Trail alignment options have been identified and are 
now being evluated. Request to set up a meeting to 
discuss the options, use of Metrolinx right-of-way, and 
identified crossing types. 

A meeting was set up to further discuss the alignment 
options.  

11-Oct-13 Meeting Project update, preferred alignment (Metrolinx right-of-
way and crossings), field work, heritage assessment, 
and next steps. 

Informed Metrolinx of preferred alignments.  Metrolinx 
indicated that grade separated options are preferred in 
areas where they are feasible, a safety assessment 
would be required for proposed level crossings and 
liability agreements would be stringent for level 
crossings.  

19-Sep-13 Phase 2 - Project 
Update  

Invite to public meeting #2, information on alternative 
trail alignments and evaluation.  

Informed Metrolinx of upcoming public meeting 

16-Jan-14 Meeting Conference call concerning potential built heritage 
features within the study area (including rail line) with 
Metrolinx, MTCS and TRCA. 

A Heritage Assessment of the study area focusing on 
the rail line was undertaken. 

21-Nov-14 
to 19-Dec-
14 

Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Update on EA Stage 1 Archeological Assessment and 
upcoming Heritage Assessment.  Sent Request for 
Proposal for Heritage Assessment for Metrolinx review. 

Metrolinx: 
No comments on the Request for Proposal 

Request for Proposal for Heritage Assessment was 
issued.  Heritage Assessment and report were 
completed October 2015. 



Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

26-Oct-15 to 
11-Nov-15 

Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Sent Metrolinx final Heritage Assessment report with 
request for comments  

Metrolinx: 
Indicating the proposed underpass at Mile 8.6 should 
be constructed in a similar fashion to the existing East 
Don Trail underpass at Mile 8.8.  Also agree that 
agreements are required with Metrolinx for the five 
crossings identified in the report. Recommended that 
HIA be updated to remove the level crossings and 
explore other options for crossings. 

The underpass at trail marker 8.65 is part of the 
detailed design phase, and the project team will 
continue discussions on the underpass with Metrolinx 
during detailed design. 

GO Transit/Metrolinx (Metrolinx) 



Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

17-Dec-13 
to 30-May-
14 

Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Requested Metrolinx to consider two items: 
1. use of the existing Hydro One access level crossing
to accommodate a level crossing for the trail. Pros for 
level crossing were stated, including: eliminate illegal 
crossing of the track within this location, lower costs, 
access for all users (AODA), access for emergency and 
maintenance vehicles. Requested for Metrolinx's third 
party review team to begin safety audit.   
2. use of Metrolinx right-of-way to accommodate a
portion of the trail. The area requested is marginal 
forest area that is sloped, the proposed trail would 
travel along the toe of the steep slope which is 
Metrolinx property however would remain outside of the 
typical 30m buffer required for rail way operations.  

Metrolinx: 
Metrolinx indicated it is their current policy direction to 
not allow any additional level crossings of active railway 
corridors. Encouraged pursuing either above or below 
grade crossings. Metrolinx noted that concerns with 
level crossings included additional risk to operations 
and increased trespassing. Metrolinx recently acquired 
this corridor (Bala Subdivision), acknowledged that 
informal level crossings exist and they are in the 
process of installing new fencing to discourage 
trespassing and unauthorized access. The City may 
retain AECOM to initiate the safety review. 

A safety assessment was completed for the two 
proposed level crossings. Additional crossing options 
were explored for the two locations including bridges 
over the rail line and tunnels. Bridges over the rail line 
were added to the EA process; however tunnels were 
deemed unfeasible (due to significant length) and were 
therefore not included in the EA process.  

An additional alignment option was explored to avoid 
the Metrolinx right-of-way that would require large 
switchbacks to transverse steep slopes. As a result 
Metrolinx indicated they would be in support of the use 
of their right-of-way (email correspondence June 16, 
2014). 

24-Apr-14 Phase 2 - Project 
Update 

Revised alternative trail alignments, preferred 
alternative trail alignment, and invitation to public 
meeting #3. 

Informed Metrolinx of revised and preferred alternative 
alignments, and of upcoming public meeting. 

10-Jun-14 Meeting Proposed use of right-of-way, level crossings and 
additional rail line crossings options. 

Informed Metrolinx of the challenges associated with 
each of the crossing locations, gained insight into 
Metrolinx concerns with each area.  

GO Transit/Metrolinx (Metrolinx) 



Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

16-Jun-14 Email 
Correspondence 

Metrolinx: 
Tunnels- Metrolinx supports building to existing 
conditions. Any tunnel structures must be constructed 
to meet all railway and other standards and loading 
requirements. Will require Crossing Agreement(s). 
Level Crossings - Metrolinx current policy direction is to 
not allow any new level crossings of active rail lines, the 
safety assessment done by AECOM should not be 
interpreted as acceptance of the proposal.  
Recommend that the team review this location to 
determine if a tunnel option can be pursued.  
Use of right-of-way (Section G) - support use of right-of-
way alignment, as discussed the alignment should be 
realigned slightly to protect a 30 m wide rail corridor.  At 
a future date Metrolinx Realty and Legal will need to be 
engaged.  

During detailed design work with Metrolinx to ensure 
the 30 m wide rail corridor is protected, to obtain 
crossing agreements, and that all tunnels will meet 
railway and loading requirements.  
Project team re-examined other crossing options for the 
two proposed level crossing locations - including tunnel 
and bridge crossings.  

6-Jun-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Invite to public meeting #3 Informed Metrolinx of upcoming public meeting. 

2-Sep-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Alternative design concepts have been selected 
however still require key stakeholder input. 

Informed Metrolinx of preferred design concepts. 

28-Oct-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Information on upcoming field work. Informed Metrolinx of upcoming field work. 

11-Dec-14 Phase 4 - Project 
Update 

Draft ESR sent for review. Informed Metrolinx of content in draft ESR. 

12-May-15 Email Metrolinx/AECOM: 
Safety assessment sent to project team. 

Safety assessment received. 

20-May-15 Email Metrolinx: 
The project team is encouraged to incorporate grade 
separated options (tunnel or bridges) at these locations.  
Position on level crossings was confirmed with 
President of GO Transit and Metrolinx's Chief Planning 
Officer.  

A meeting was set up to further discuss Metrolinx's 
position on the proposed level crossings. 

Jul-15 to 
Oct-15 

Email Correspondence regarding setting up a meeting to 
discuss rail line crossings. 

A meeting was set up to further discuss Metrolinx's 
position on the proposed level crossings. 

GO Transit/Metrolinx (Metrolinx) 



Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

10-Nov-15 
to 1-Dec-15 

Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Issued updated draft ESR to Metrolinx for review of rail 
line crossings and language used in ESR. Indicating all 
crossings are still pending Metrolinx approval.  

Metrolinx: 
The level crossings will not be permitted by Metrolinx, 
suggest deferring the filing of the ESR until Metrolinx 
and the project team can meet to review alternative 
proposals.   

East Don Trail ESR was not filed in 2015. 

30-Nov-15 Meeting Rail line crossings and draft ESR language. A follow up meeting was held to discuss alternative 
options of crossing the rail line. 

12-Jan-16 Meeting Project status and alternative options for crossing the 
rail line. 

The East Don Trail project team reexamined the 
crossing options at the two proposed level crossing 
locations, and the bridge options were moved forward 
as the preferred design concepts. 

14-Jan-16 Email Metrolinx: 
Metrolinx sent two GO Transit Board submissions (2003 
and 2007), which serve as the basis for their current 
policy direction of not allowing any new at-grade 
crossings of the rail line.  

Noted by project team. Bridge crossings over the rail 
line were moved forward as the preferred design 
concepts for the crossings North of Eglinton and in the 
Hydro Corridor.  

26-Aug-16 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Refined preferred design concept. Informed Metrolinx of the refined preferred design 
concept. 

GO Transit/Metrolinx (Metrolinx) 



Hydro One Networks Inc (Hydro One) 

Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

30-Jan-13 Phase 1 - Project 
Update 

Notice of Commencement, invite to public meeting #1, 
project background information. 

Informed Hydro One of project background and status. 

10-Jul-13 Email Hydro One: 
Confirmed that Hydro One transmission facilities are 
located within the Study Area.  Agreed to meet. 

A meeting was set up to further discuss the project. 

23-Apr-13 Meeting Project overview, EA process and timeline, and 
potential concerns. 

Informed Hydro One of project background and status, 
gained insight into routing a trail within the Hydro 
Corridor and use of the existing access road.  

19-Sep-13 Phase 2 - Project 
Update  

Invite to public meeting #2, information on alternative 
trail alignments and evaluation.  

Informed Hydro One of upcoming public meeting. 

19-Sep-13 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Update on potential field work and request for 
permission to enter agreement, meeting request. 

Hydro One: 
Permission to enter agreement sent. 

A meeting was set up to further discuss the project. 

11-Oct-13 Meeting Project update and preferred alignment. Informed Hydro One what the preferred alignment was 
and discussed distance to Hydro One towers and 
infrastructure.  

15-Oct-13 Email Hydro One: 
Location of hydro towers sent to project team. 

Information was used to determine placement of trail 
during Phase 2 (alternative trail alignments) and will be 
utilized during detailed design.  

24-Apr-14 Phase 2 - Project 
Update 

Revised alternative trail alignments, preferred 
alternative trail alignment, and invitation to public 
meeting #3. 

Informed Hydro One of revised and preferred alternative 
alignments, and of upcoming public meeting 

6-Jun-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Invitation to public meeting #3. Informed Hydro One of upcoming public meeting. 

2-Sep-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Alternative design concepts have been selected 
however still require key stakeholder input. 

Informed Hydro One of preferred design concepts. 



Date Correspondence 
Type 

Correspondence Summary Impact on Project 

28-Oct-14 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Information on upcoming field work. Informed Hydro One of upcoming field work. 

11-Dec-14 Phase 4 - Project 
Update 

Draft ESR sent for review. Informed Hydro One of content in draft ESR. 

1-Sep-15 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Request for new contact at Hydro One as previous 
contact had retired.  Requested information on 
Infrastructure Ontario involvement.  

New contact obtain for Hydro One, Infrastructure 
Ontario contact was provided by Hydro One to the 
project team. The East Don Trail EA followed both the 
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment and 
Ministry of Infrastructure Public Work Class 
Environmental Assessment Processes.    

10-Sep-15 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Sent new contact update on project status. 

Informed new contact at Hydro One of project status. 

10-Sep-15 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Sent new contact background information on project, 
previous Hydro One meeting minutes, draft ESR and 
preferred alignment.   

Informed new contact at Hydro One of project 
background, ESR and preferred alignment.  

Dec 8, 
20105 

Email Hydro One: 
Sent concerns regarding distance of trail to one of the 
hydro towers and transmission station, the design will 
need to be approved by their engineering group. 

The project team will have the design approved by 
Hydro One engineering group during detailed design, 
the design will incorporate safety mitigation measures 
as a result of distance to Hydro One infrastructure (such 
as anti-climbing devices).   

2-Aug-16 Email East Don Trail Project Team: 
Informed project ESR has not been filed yet. 

Updated Hydro One of project status. 

26-Aug-16 Phase 3 -  Project 
Update 

Refined preferred design concept. Informed Hydro One of the refined preferred design 
concept. 

26-Aug-16 Email Hydro One: 
Indicated the proposed trail would become part of the 
Master Park License Agreement with the City of 
Toronto.  Hydro One cannot comment on the proposal 
without appropriate engineered drawings. 

During detailed design the appropriate agreements will 
be obtained.   
During the detailed design phase, engineered drawings 
will be submitted to Hydro One for review and approval. 

Hydro One Networks Inc (Hydro One) 




